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BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA 
Owned and controlled by Five State Dist~icts of  
the Church of the Brethren, in Virginia  
and West Vfrginia  
CATALOGUE OF 
THIRTY-FOURTH SESSION 
1913-14 
ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR  
1914-15  
Qfoltnbur 
1914 
The ses.sion consists of thirty-eight weeks divided into· three terms of 
equal 'length. 
First Term begins Wednesday, Septemlber 2nd. 
Fil"lst Term ends Friday, November 27th. 
Second Te1rm. be.gin.s Truesda:y:, December 1st. 
Va·cation begins Wednesday, December 23rd. 
1915 
Class Work resUtines Tuesday, January 5th.  
Bible Institute beg·ins Friday, January 15th.  
Bible Institute closes Sunday, January 24th.  
Second Term €nds Friday, March 5th.  
T.hird Term begins Tuesday, Ma:r:ch 9th.  
Annual Conce.rt, Friday evening, May 28th.  
Final P1ro,gram of Literary Societies, Saturday evenmg, May 29th.  
Class Prayer Meeting, Sunday, May 30th, 6:30 p, m.  
Ba.iocalaur·erute Sermon, Sunday evening, May 30th, 8 p. m.  
Clas.s Day, Monday, May 31st, 2 ·p·. m.  
Final Program Acme Literary Society, Monday, May 31st, 8 p. m.  
Annual Busines1s Meeting o.f the Alumni Association, Tues.day, June 1st,  
10 ia. m. 
Annual Ce·lelbration of Alumni Association, Tues.day, June 1st, 2 p. m. 
Alumni Banquet, Tuesday, June l ·st, 5 p. m. 
Finail Music Program, Tuesday, June 1st, 8 p. m. 
Closing Exe11cises and Commencement, Wednesday, June 2nd, 10 a. m. 
iSnttrh nf wrusttt!i  
TIME EXPIRES 1920 
/ J. F. ROSS ....•....•................•......•.Grafton, West Virginia 
SIDNEY L. BOW!MAN...................•....•.Bridgewater, Virginia 
Tu.rn EXPIRES 1919 
SiAMUEL M. BOWMAN...•..........R. F. D. Linville Depot, Virginia  
JAMES A. FRY••....•.........................Bridgewate;r, Virginia  
TIME EXPIRES 1918  
HIRAM G. MILLER..•............•............BridgewateT, Virginia  
I. N. H. BEAHM....... ......... .. ....... ....... Noka.sviHe, Virginia  
TIME EXPIRES 1917 
WITLLIAM H. SANGER............................. Oakton, Virginia  
GIDORGE S. ARNOLD......................Burlington, West Virginia  
TIME EXPIRES 1916 
PETER S. THOM.A:S...........................Harrisonburg, Virginia  
CHARLES E. LONG.............................Penn Laird, Virginia  
TIME EXPIRES 1915 
DANIEL C. FLORY......... .........R. F. D. 1, Waynes,boro, Virginia  
JOSEPH M. KAGEY..........................••..••.• Dayton, Virginia  
JOHN S. FLORY, Prnsident of .the College-ex-offi.cio. 
OFFiCERS OF THE BOARD 
HIRAM G. MILLER....................................•.•. President  
PETER S. THOMAS ....••.........................1st Vice-Pre,s,ident  
GEORGE S. ARNOLD.............................. 2d Vice-President  
SIDNEY L. BOWMAN.................. .... . .. .... .•.... .. Se1cretary  
JAMES A. FRY..... . ..... ........................ . . .......Treasurer  
MEETINGS OF' THE BOARD 
Second Friday after opening of the SeissiOn......... Se-ptembe-r 11, 1914 
Second Friday after opening of Winter Term........December 11, 191-1 
Second Friday afteT opening od: SpTing Te1rm............ March 19, 1915 
Second Friday after Commencement ... : ...••..•...•..... June 11, 1915 
Legal Title: "The Trustees o.f BridgewateT CO'llege." 
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MATTIE V. GLICK, B. Accts. 
Graduate in Combined Commercial Course, Bridgewater College; Stu-
dent, National Bus.iness College·; B. Accts., Bridgewater College. 
Shorthand and Typewriting 
AUBREY R. COFFMAN, B. E. 
B. E., Bridgewater College; Graduate in Combined Co1m.m.ercial Course, 
Bridgewater CoLlege. 
Bookkeeping and Commercial Law 
MISS ANNA BOWMAN, B. A.  
Assistant in English  
LENORA E. EARLY 
Assistant in Vocal Music 
NORMAN A. SEESE 
Manual Training 
WM. BERLIN SIMMONS 
Penmanship 
BESSIE W. ARNOLD, B. E. 
Assistant in A rt 
MRS. WM. T. SANGER, B. E. 
Matron 
ROBERT ZIGLER 
Physical Education 
JOHN T. GLICK, B. E. 
Assistant in Chemistry 
BYR.ON M. FLORY, B. E. 
Assistant in Biology 
HOWARD LEE ALLEY 
Assistant in Library 
~rurrnl 1Jufnrmntinu  
LOOATION.-Bridgewater College is situated in the suburbs of Bridgewater, Virginia, a thriving town of about one thousand inhabitants, on the Chesapeake-Western Railroad, 
twenty miles north of Staunton and 145 miles south of Washing-
ton, D. C. Students coming over the Norfolk and Western to 
Bridgewater change at Elkton ; those over the Baltimore and 
Ohio or Southern change at Harrisonburg. This is one of the 
most beautiful and fertile parts of the great Shenandoah Valley, 
in the highlands of Virginia. It is over twelve hundred feet 
above the sea level. The most eastern range of the Alleghany 
stretches blue and beautiful in the distant western horizon, while 
gleams of the Blue Ridge, 
/ 
twenty miles eastward, now and then 
rise to view. 
The College grounds comprise about eleven acres, and being 
well elevated are wen drained and insure dryness and healthful-
ness at all seasons. 
The College has at present six large buildings and a central 
heating plant. 
STANLEY HALL, erected in 1889, is the chief home of the 
Preparatory Department, and it also contains the Commercial 
and Shorthand and Music Departments. Its recitation rooms are 
equipped with new, modern, tablet-arm settees and other modern 
furniture. The Commercial Department has well-arranged banks, 
and exchange and practice offices. The typewriters have a good 
room and late, modern machines. Here are also the light and 
cheerful music studios, and the organ and piano-practice rooms, 
besides large rooms for vocal class, harmony, music history, etc. 
This building also contains the Assembly Hall or Chapel, with a 
seating capacity of nearly three hundred. t 
FOUNDERS' HALL was completed in 1904, and is e nipped 
throughout with new, modern furniture. In it are the College 
offices, the large, well-lighted Library, the recitation rooms for 
Mathematics, English and Modern Languages, Greek and Latin, 
Biblical subjects and History, the Chemical and Physical Labora-
tories and Storage room, the Museum and the Victorian and Vir~ 
ginia Lee Literary Society Halls. 
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YouNT HALL, the Ladies' Dormitory, was eirected in 1905. 
It was named to commemorate the long and valued services of 
Prof. \f\Talter B. Yount and his gifted mother, Mrs. Margaret C. 
Yount. This is a splendid modern brick structure, with well 
lighted comfortable rooms, baths, etc., and a large parlor. Each 
room is furnished with a handsome suite of oak furniture, con-
sisting of dresser, commode, table and chairs, and an iron bed 
with springs and mattress. At least one professor and his wife 
reside in the .building and take the kindliest care of the young 
ladies. 
'l'HE WHITE HousE, erected in 1888, contains at present the 
College dining hall, kitchen, store rooms, steward's rooms, and a 
large and well lighted art studio. Most of the second story is 
divided into rooms for young ladies. The building is in the care 
of a professor and his wife. 
GYMNASIUM-AUDITORIUM.- The building was erected in 1908. 
It is a substantial brick building of two stories. The lower story, 
when eompleted, will afford abundant room for baths and lockers. 
The second story is high, well lighted and vvithout obstruction, 
and thus affords excellent opportunity for both individual and 
class drill and systematic physical exercise. In 1913 it was fitted 
up as an auditorium also, and in this capacity serves an excellent 
purpose on special occasions. 
WARDO HALL, a dormitory for young men, was erected in 
1910. It is constructed of native brick and concrete, and is mod-
ern and complete in all of its appofatments. The three stories 
above the basement provide rooms for about seventy young men. 
The rooms are of ample size, and well lighted and ventilated. The 
furnishing is modern and comfortable. The building is heated 
with steam from the central plant, and is provided with modern 
toilets, baths and lavatories. 
THE CENTRAL HEATING PLANT was eompleted in 1906. All 
the buildings are heated by steam from this plant. 
THE ATHLETIC FIELD comprises three acres and provides 
ample room for baseball, and several basketball courts. It was 
added in 1904. Other parts of the campus afford ample tennis 
courts. 
MAIN GROUP OF BUILDINGS FROM BROAD STREET 
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WATER fresh and abundant is supplied to all the buildings. 
SANITATION.-'rhe sanitary conditions at the College are ex-
ellent. A new sewer line was constructed in 1910, especially fo.r 
the College. Skirting the rear of the main group of buildings, it 
extends eastward to the river, about half a mile below the town. 
A representative of the State Board of Health recently inspected 
the College and pronounced the sanitary conditions ''first rate.'' 
LIBRARY.-The College Library contains about ten thousand 
volumes. Besides, each of the literary societies has its own li-
brary. All are accessible to our students, who are encouraged to 
broaden and deepen their knowledge by as much research as pos-
sible. A library official is in the library from 9 to 12 A. M., and 
from 1 to 4 P. lVL, each work-day. Friends of the College are 
ea.rnestly iirged to assist in enforging the Library by donating 
e·ither books 01· m01iey. All such contributions will be labeled 
with the donor's name. Pora list of the donations made during 
the past session see a later page. 
l1ABORATORIES.--The fact that the natural sciences cannot be 
taught successfully without the aid of laboratories has not been 
overlooked by the promoters of the College. The chemical and 
physical laboratories are located in Founders' Hall and contain 
fairly good working outfits for practical exercises in these sub-
jects. The geological and biological laborat-Ory is at p1•esent sit-
uated in Stanley Hall. Through the generosity of numerous 
friends the equipment of 'this laboratory has been very material-
ly increased. The additions consist of a number of high grade 
microscopes and various other biological apparatus and material. 
No less important additions have been made to the working out-
fits for geology, meteorology, physical geography and mineralogy. 
M:usEUM.-Through the benevolence of friends and patrons, 
and partly by purchase, the College has been enabled to secure a 
very useful collection of minerals, fossils, natural curios, etc. 
The cases now contain hundreds of specimens which are of great 
value in the study of natural sciences. A good-sized room in 
Founders' Hall has been set apart -for this department of Science~ 
and the attention of the friends of the College is kindly called to 
the further needs of the Museum. Specimens of ores, petrified 
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leaves, fossils, sandstones, coals, slate, marbles, granite, etc., are 
found in many localities, and can be collected at a small cost. On 
being donated they will be labeled with the donor's name and ad-
dress, and will remain a permanent memorial of his thoughtful 
care and benevolence. 
For list of donations see a later page. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES.-\Vell conducted literary societies are 
most valuable adjuncts to practical education. Emergencies are 
constantly arising in life when it is necessary to speak or read 
in public. Power to do this clearly and forcibly is attained 
only by practice. The Virginia Lee and Victorian are two care-
fully conducted literary societies under the supervision of the 
Faculty, meeting on Friday evenings in their respective halls. 
From the two societies, students of sufficient merit and advance-
ment are promoted to the Acme Society on the recommendation 
of the Faculty. All this work is intended to cultivate a taste for 
the best literature and for chaste and strong methods of expres-
sion. Special public programs are occasionally given. Each so-
ciety has its own hall, well furnished. Prizes are awarded to sue~ 
cessful contestants in reading and oratory. 
MISSIONARY SocrnTY.-This society devotes one hour each 
week to the study of missions abroad and at home. It also pro~ 
vides a sch'olarship. 
PuBLICATIONS.-The publications of the college are : (1) 
The Philomatheam Monthly, (2) College L1"{e, (3) The College 
Biilletin and ( 4) frequent special circulars. The Philomatheam 
Monthly is a modest journal of pure literature published by the 
literary societies. Its aim is twofold : First, to offer a medium 
for the preservation, in permanent form, of the best thought of 
the members, and for the cultivation of a chaste and graceful lit-
erary style ; and second, to unite in kindly remembrance and ac-
tive interest all members of the societies, old and new. College 
Life, a quarterly, is conducted chiefly by members of the facul-
ty. It aims to encourage young men and young women every-
where to secure as good education as possible, and to keep the 
alumni and other friends of the :lnstitution in clos:est and most 
cordial touch with the needs and progress of the College. The 
Bulletin is published quarterly, one number of which is the an-
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nual catafogue. The special circulars give such information as 
their names imply. 
GOVERNMENT.-All those who apply for admission as stu-
dents of the College are presumed to be ladies and gentlemen. 
They are urged to carefully inspect their own conduct, to aim 
constantly at higher ideals in development as well as in morals. 
A few simple regulations, believed to be mutually helpful to all, 
are prescribed to which all students are expected to yield a 
prompt, ready obedience. It is the earnest wish of the Faculty 
to assist students in every way, and to be regarded as their stea-l-
fast friends. Yet whenever, for any reason, we are satisfied that 
the presence of any student is injurious to his fellows or the 
school, we shall refund the proportionate part of his fees and re-
quire his withdrawal. 
GRADUATION.-'l'he degrees of Bachelor of English (B. E.), 
Bachelor o.f Arts (B. A. ) , Bachelor o.f Science (B. S.), and 
Master of Arts (M. A.), are conferred by the Oo11ege for work 
done and on the following conditions : 
To attain the B. E. degree the student must complete the 
work of the English Pedagogical Course, passing each subject at 
a grade of not less than 80 per cent. and prepare an oration 
which, after being accepted, he shall deliver on graduation day, 
if requested by the Faculty to do so. 
For the B. A. degree the student must complete sixteen col-
lege courses at a grade of n:ot less than 80 per cent. on a:riy 
course. All the work of the senior year and part of that of the 
junior year is elective. The, candidate for this degree must also 
prepare an oration on a subject approved by the Faculty, which 
he may be required to deliver on ·the occasion of his graduation. 
The B. S. degree is conferred on the same conditions as the 
B. A. degree. 
The M. A. degree is conferred on B. A. graduates of Bridge.-
water College only. To attain this degree the student must com-
plete four college courses, chosen with the approval of the Facul-
ty from the group of electives, none of which were counted for 
the B. A. degree, or do an equivalent amount of graduate work 
in special de:partments. He must pass each course at a grade o.f 
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not less than 80 per cent., and prepare a suitable dissertation or 
oration, which he may be called upon to defend or deliver as a 
pre-requisite of receiving the degree. 
The M. A. degree may also be conferred upon persons, who, 
after attaining the B. A. degree here, continue their work in the 
graduate department of a college or university of high standing 
for at least one full session, and complete their work to tlre sat-
isfaction of the faculty of this institution. 
No honorary degree has ever been conferred by Bridgewater 
College. 
ENDOWMENT.-A liberal endowment aids a college in a num-
ber of ways. In the first place, it makes it possible to secure the 
best teachers. Again, it secures time and incentive for the pro-
fessor whose chair is endowed to pursue original investigations, 
so as to keep himself constantly in the forefront of his profes-
sion. Moreover, when an institution is endowed it is· possible to 
reduce the tuition fees, or, if fully endowed, to remit them alto-
gether. No institution can prosper from the income of tuition 
alone. Endowments are essential to the maintenance of a high 
grade of work. The College has made a respectable beginning 
towards a permanent endowment fund, but the funds in hand 
should be largely increased at the earliest possible moment. 
rrhe following form of bequest should be used: 
"I give and bequeath to the Trustees of Bridgewater College the 
sum of .............Dollars, ($ ....... ) , which shall be used for the 
following purpose, to-wit (here des.cribe the purpose for which it shall 
be applied). 
Name ........................................ (Seal)."  
SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES are provided as follows: 
MISSIONARY SOCIETY ScHOLARSHIP.-A scholarship worth $55 
is given by the Missionary Society of the College to some worthy 
student in the Bible department. 
ALUMNI ScHOLARSHIPS.-The Alumni Association of the Col-
lege has providBd two scholarships; one worth $50 available in 
the College department, and one worth $20. 
JESSE E. RoLSTON ScHOLARSHIP.-Through the munificence 
of the gentleman whose name it bears, this scholarship has been 
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available since 1912. It provides $35.00 to some worthy person 
anxious to prepare for usefulness in life. 
SOCIETY PRIZES.-The Victorian and the Virginia Lee lit-
erary societies offer each two prizes to their best declaimer and 
reciter, respectively. 
MAGAZINE PRrnEs.-The Philomatheam, Monthly has offered 
three prizes to the contributors :-one for the best poem, one for 
the best essay and one for the best story contributed by a stu-
duent during the session. 
M1scELLANEous.-No student will be permitted to board out 
of College, except by permission of the Pre~ident and Board of 
Trustees and at boarding houses approved by the College. 
All students who board in or near the College are required to 
attend Chapel regularly each school day. Boarding students are 
expected to attend the College Bible classes each Sabbath and 
preaching in Chapel Sabbath evening. 
Beds are furnished. with the necessary linen and a comforter. 
Extra cover must be provided by the student. Students also 
furnish their own towels, napkins, window curtains, rugs, etc. 
Washing of the bed linen is included in the room rent. Indi-
vidual laundry is at the expense of the student. 
Students are responsible for damage to furniture and build-
ings caused by them. They will be charged pro rata for all dam-
ages not individually accounted for. 
Running, whistling, scuffling, loud talking or any other rude 
or boisterous conduct in the buildings is not expected. Hazing 
in every form is positively forbidden. 
The use of toba:cco in the buildings or on (or near) the 
ground.s amd profane langiiage a.re positively for bidden. 
No one who uses or handles intoxicating liquors will be toler-
aled in the school. 
Members of the Church of the Brethren are expected to ob-
serve its usage in plainness of attire, and should bring their let-
ters and become members of the church here during college resi-
dence. 
Bridgewater CoUege does not permit secret societies among 
h:er students. 
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Excuses for absence from class should be secured from the 
teacher before the absence occurs. In case this is not done, the 
absentee shall write his excuse and have it signed by the Presi-
dent of the College before the absence will be removed. Three 
unexcused absences in a course for one term shall debar the stu-
dent from receiving credit in that course for the term in which 
the absence occurs. 
The Colleg·e Booksto.re handles all books used in the College. 
That they may be sold cheaply cash must be paid ; otherwise 10 
per cent. is added. 
Day students who desire rooms in the dormitories during the 
day will be charged $3.00 a term. 
All correspondence and applications for catalogues, circulars, 
etc., should be addressed to the President. 
EXPENSES. 
Tuition in Academic, Bible and Commercial Department and 
Sc'hool of Educati:on, per term...................... ... .... $20.00 
Tuition in College Department, per term....................... 22.00 
Tuition in Musi•C Department, per term........................ 32.00 
Board and room, according to location of room, per term, $36.00 to 42.00 
Matriiculation, Library, Gymnasium and Incidental fees are includ-
ed in tuition. 
These boarding .rates are computed on the basiJs, o-f two students 
in a room. Students who room alone will add U.50 a month to the 
above rate.s. 
A contingent deposit of $3.00, to cover breakage, return of key, 
etc., is required oif all students, This isi returned at end of s1es1sion, if 
unused. 
Special items of expense under the different departments. 
All payments are due one term in advance. 
Note.-During the .summer •all rooms in the dormitories will be 
equipped for electrlc lights, for which an additional charge of $2.50 per 
room will be made for the ses•sion. Students furnish their own bulbs. 
TERMS OF ADMISSION. 
S
TUDENTS are admitted to this course: First, by a diplo-
ma from our own Academy; Second, by examination; 
Third, by diploma from a standard High School. No stu-
dent will be admitted to these classes who does not show sufficient 
evidence of scholarship to justify such admittance, and who is 
not at least sixteen years of age. 
For admission to the College the student must offer fourteen 
units as specified below. By a unit is meant the equivalent of 
one study reciting five times a week through a session of at least 
thirty-six WeBks, the recitation periods being not less than forty 
minutes in length. 
ENTRANCE REQUIREMEN~TS. 
The proper distribution of units is necessary in order to re-
late entrance credits to the work of the Freshman year. The fol-
lowing are required; For the B. A. degree: English 3, Math-
ematics 3, Foreign languages 4; For the B. S. degree: Englis:l1; 3, 
Mathematics 3, Modern language 2, Science 2. Other units are 
elective. 
ENTRANCE SUBJECTS. 
English- Al (Advanced Grammar and Grammatical Analysis), 
1 unit. . 
English-A2 (Rhetoric and C'Omposition) , 1 unit. 
English- A3 (Reading and Study of English Classics), 1 unit. 
.English-A4 (History of English and American Literature and 
Classics), 1 unit. 
Ma.thema,tics- Al (Algebra to Quadratics), 1 unit. 
11fa.thematics- A2 (Plane Geometry), 1 unit. 
1J!lathematics- A3 (Advanced Algebra and Solid Geometry), 1 
unit. 
Latin-Al (La.tin Elements, Grammar and Composition) i 1 unit. 
Latin- A2 (Cresar, Books I -IV, Exercises), 1 unit. 
Latin-A3 (Cicero, six orations, Grammar and Composition), 
1 unit. 
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Latin~A4 (Virgil, Books I-VI, Exercises), 1 unit.  
Greek-Al (Greek Elements, Grammar and Translation) , 1  
unit. 
Greek-A2 (Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I-IV), 1 unit. 
Germa~Al (Grammar, easy reading, Exercises), 1 unit. 
Germa.n-A2 (Reading Elementary and Intermediate Texts·, 
Exercises), 1 unit. 
French-Al (Grammar, Translation, ExeTcises), 1 unit. 
Frenc~A2 (Translation, Grammar reviewed, Exercises), 1 
unit. 
History-Al (American and Civil Government), 1 unit. 
History-A2 (English), 1 unit. 
History-A3 (Medreval and Modern), 1 unit. 
History-A4 (Ancient), 1 unit. 
Science~Al (Physical Geography and Agriculture), 1 unit. 
Science-A2 (Physics, with Laboratory experiments), 1 unit. 
Science-A3 (Elementary Biology), 1 unit. 
Manua.l Training--(vVoodworking), 1 unit. 
Bookkeeping-(Double period), 1 unit. 
CONDITIONAL ENTRANCE. 
A student offering twelve units will be allowed conditional 
admission, the condition being that he be required to make up 
the remaining two units before his Junior year. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE B. A. DEGREE. 
To receive the B. A. degree from Bridgewater College the 
student must complete sixteen college courses. By a course is 
meant one subject reciting five times a week throug'h a session of 
thirty-eight weeks. Of these sixteen courses ten are required and 
six elective. 
EXTRA WORK. 
No student will be permitted to take more than four college 
subjects at one time, exC'ept by permission of the Faculty, and 
on condition that he maintains a standing of at least 85 per cent. 
in each of his subjects. 
The following arrangement of studies is recommended: 
j 
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R.lretoric B, 
German Bl, 
Literature Bl or B2, 
Geology Bl, 
Philosophy Bl, 
Pedagogy Bl, 
TIHE COLLEGE 
FRESHMAN YEAR. 
Mathematics Bl, 
Chemistry Bl. 
SOPHOMORE YEAR. 
Mathematics B2 (or) a Physical 
Science, 
History Bl or B2. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
Two electives from the Elective 
Group. 
SENIOR YEiAR. 
Four electives from the Elective Group. 
.Anglo-Saxon Bl,  
.Anglo-Saxon B2,  
Astronomy B,  
Biology B,  
Chemistry B2,  
French Bl,  
French B2,  
Geology B2,  
German B2,  
Greek Bl,  
Greek B2,  
Greek B3,  
Greek B4,  
ELECTIVE GROUP. 
History B2,  
Latin Bl,  
Latin B2,  
JJatin B3,  
Latin B4,  
Literature B2,  
Literature B3,  
Mathematics B3,  
M1athematics B4,  
Pedagogy AB,  
Pedagogy B2,  
Philosophy B2,  
Physics Bl.  
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE B. S. DEGREE. 
To receive the B. S. degree from Bridgewater College the 
student must complete sixteeDJ college courses. These are chosen 
from the above with the proviso that orre shall be in English, 
three in Mathematics, three in Science, two in Modern Lan-
guages, and one in Pedagogy. 
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES. 
I. ENGLISH LANlGUAGE. 
B.-Rhetoric.-This course presupposes a ready knowledge 
of the elements of Rhetoric. The regular college preparatory 
course or its equivalent will be required for admission. 
Fall Term.-Genung's Woiiking Principles of Rhetodc. 
Winter Term.--Genung's Working Principles of Rhetoric, con. 
tinued. 
Spring Term.~Genung's Working Principles of Rhetoriic complet· 
ed. Johnson's Forms of English Poetry. 
Themes, EsS!ays, Orations, and Readings throughout the 
course. 
Bl.-Anglo-Sa.xon.-This course is designed as a means of 
acquiring an intelligent understanding of English, chiefly on the 
philological side. The student is introduced to the history of the 
language and the origin and formation of words. The rudi-
ments oif Anglo-Saxon grammar are given special attention in 
the early part of the course. While the work is arranged so as 
to emphasize the language side of the study, an effort is also 
made to appreciate the·artistic elements, both in prose and verse, 
of our earliest English literature. The principles of Anglo-
Saxon syrutax, the laws of scansion and the various verse forms 
are duly explained. 
Fall Term.-Sweet'!S! Anglo-Saxon Primer; Greenough and Kit· 
tridge's Words and Their Wayis in English. Speech. 
Winter Term.-Brig.ht'.s Anglo-Saxon Reader, prose; Greenough 
and Kittridge, c.ontinued. 
Spring Term.-Bright's Anglo-Saxon Reader, poetry; Greenough 
and Kittridge, completed. 
B2.-An.gZ.O-Saxon.-This is an advanced course to which 
Class Bl or its equivalent is a neeessary preparation. In this 
course, Teutonic Philology is emphasized, Anglo-Saxon is con-
tinued, and the student is introduced to Middfo English poetry. 
Fall Term.-Kent's Elene; Skeat's Principles of English Etymol· 
ogy, P1art I; Skeat's Sp,ecimens of E·arly English, Part IT. 
Winter Term.~Harrison 1and Sharp's Beowulf, Skeat'1S! Principles 
continued; Skeiat's Specimens, completed. 
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Spring Term.-Harri1son and Sharp's Beowulf, eompileted; Skeat's 
Principles, completed; Chaucer's Proilogue am.d Knights Tale. 
II. ENGLISH LITER.A1TURE. 
Three courses are offered in this group. The college pre-
paratory course in Literature, or its equivalent, is required for 
entrance. · 
Bl.-In this course a detailed study is made of several of the 
great periods of English literature. The course aims ait breadth 
of view by emphasizing a diff.erent type of literature each term. 
FaH Term.-Elizabethan Dra,ma; Story of the period; Specimens of the Pre. 
Shakespearean Drama; Selected pl'ays of Sh:akesipeare. 
Winter Term.-Eighteenth Oentw·y Prose; Study of the period; Lives and 
works o'.f >the pros·e writers from Addison to Dr. Johnson. 
Spring Term.-The Rep1·esentative Poet of the Nineteenth Oentttry; Study of 
the period ; The W'O'rks of Tennyson. 
B2.-T'b.e aim of this course is the same as thie preceding. 
The two are given in alternate years. Either fulfills the require-
ments in literature for the B. A. degree. 
Fall Term.-Epic Poetry to the Death of Milton; Study of the per:Lod; Mil-
ton's Epi.os and Dramas. 
Winter Term.-Rise and Development of Fiction; Study of the period; Cross' 
Development of the English No'Vel; Works of the chief authors. 
Spring Term.-American Literature; Halleck's American Literature; Page' s 
The Chief American P1oets. 
B3.-In this course the g~eat literary movements are treated. 
It is open only to students who have completed at least one of 
the above courses, or their equivalent. 
Fall Term.-The Renaissance _: Study o.f the movem€nit, togeth€n.- wiith speci-
mens of 'the various forms of Litea-atur·e in which it resulted 
Winter Te:rm.-Olassicism; Study of the movement; Detailed study of classic 
poetry and cvhe classic drama. 
Spring Term.-RoinanUc'is1n,· Phelp's English Romantic 1\:fovement; Works of 
the chief romantic poets .to Burns. 
PHILOSOPHY. 
Bl.-During the first one and one-third terms a first course 
in Psychology is given, with emphasis upon its physiological side. 
The structure and function o.f the nervous system, the physi-
ology of the sense organs and the relations of brain and mind 
ar~ considered at length. A study of sensation, Weber's Law, 
Imagination, Attention and Nmwal Illusions is made experi-
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mentally. In the winteT term social or abnormal psychology is 
taken up. The work of the spring term is educational psychol" 
ogy, the nature and demands of consciousness, together with its 
reaction to the educative proC'ess and environment. Extensive 
library work and note hooks required throughout the year. 
Texts: Pills.bury, Essentials of Psychology; Seasho·re, Elementary Ea:peri-
ment.~ in Psychology; Roos, Social Psychology; McDougall, Introduction to Social 
Psychology; C'olvin's The Learning Process. 
B2.--Jerusalem's Introduction to Philosophy, with readings 
in the works of ancient and modern philosophers, constitutes the 
subject for the fall term. The aim is to set for the student. the 
fundamental philosophical problems. Ethics, based upon Fite's 
An Introductory Study of Ethics, with a consideration of Mack" 
ensie, Muirhead, Dewey and Tufts, Martineau and orthers, con" 
stitutes the work of the winter term. Reading, papers and . te" 
ports required. The spring term Creighton, An Introduction to 
Logic (revised edition) is studied. Lectures, recitations, ex" 
erc1ses. 
The text in logic contains an abundance of practical exer" 
cises. Each member of the class will he required to write an ex" 
tended paper on some assigned subject to be read and criticized 
in class at the end of each term. 
PE:DAGOGY. 
AB.-Psychology, School Hygiene, Methods and Manage-
nient.- An elementary survey of the facts of the mental life, 
with special reference to the science of education is based upon 
Bett's The Mind arnd Its Ediwatimi and James' Talks to Teach-
ers on Psychology. During the winte.r term Burrage and Baily's 
School Decoration aind Sanita:tion is studied. School architec-
ture, decoraition, ligihting·, heating, furniture, sanitation, health 
of children, etc., receive adequate treatment. CoJgrove's The 
Teadier and the School, supplemented by Bagley's or Dutton's 
· texts on management, forms th'e basis 'Of the work of the spring 
term in Methrods and Management. Library work required. 
BL- Psychology of Religion (J;nd Moral and Religious Peda-
gogy.-The first term's study considers the psychological 
grounds for religion, viewed in part historically, with emphasis 
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upon present day religious phenomena and demands. The win-
ter and spring terms are devoted to a detailed study of teaching 
religion and morals, both to the developing ehild and youth and 
to the adult. Subdect matter and methods are both considered. 
The work of the year is based upon such authors as Starbuck, 
Coe, James, Lueha, Pratt and others. 
B2.-Child Psychology, History and Philosophy of Educa-
tion.- -The unfolding mind of the individual, his physical growth 
and motor demands arie studied, especially in the· light of racial 
history. Instinct, intuition, habit, the influence of heredity and 
environment and the methods and studies suited to children of 
di:fferent ages, are carefully considered. The texts for this study 
·are Kirkpatrick's Fundamentals o.f Child Study, and Hall's 
Youth. The rise of education and educationa'l systems' is traced 
from savagery to the present. The educational expansion of the 
United States is likewjse traced from the first colonial schools, 
with a comparative study of the educational systems: of modern 
Europe. Monroe's Briefer Cmtrse in the History of Education 
is the text used. Parallel reading. With Horne's Philosophy of 
Education as a basis, the foundations of education are sought in 
biology, physiology, sociology, psychology and especially philoso-
phy and the fundamental relation of education to the interests 
and aspects of life are pointed out. 
HISTORY AND SOCIAL SC'IENCE. 
Bl.-Mediaeva:l and Modern Europeam, History.- A survey 
of the world after the fall of Rome in the West is made, fol-
lowed by a more detailed study of the historical narrative from 
Charlemagne to the present day, with special reference to epoch-
al events, illustrious personalities and the development of lead-
ing modern institutions. Readings, reports, and preparation of 
maps required. 
Texts : Emers'On, Introduction to the Study of the Middle Ages; Harding, 
Essentia,ls in Mediaeval Histo1·y; Ogg, Sowrce Book, in Mediaeval History; Schwill, 
A Political History of Modern Europe; Seign:obos, The Bi.story of Contemporary 
Oivilization; Readings in European History, Vol. II. 
B2.-Economics amd Sociology.- One and one~third terms 
are spent upon Seager's Introduction to Economics, together 
with a special study of such problems as taxation, capital and 
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labor, currency, railroads, trade unions, etc., from library 
sources and by lectures. With Ellwo'Od's Sociology and Modern 
Social problems and Ellwood's Sociology in its Psychologica,z 
Aspects as a basis the remaining term and two-thirds is devoted 
to social theory and social problems. Such authorities as Wa:rd, 
Ros.'l, Henderson, ·wright, Bossanquet, Nearing, Ellis, Ely, 
Dewey, Giddings, Zueblin, Westermark, Mayo-Smith, Washing-
ton, Baker and many others are investigated in this w:oTk. Ex-
tensive reading, frequent reports and papers. 
Classes Bl and B2 given in alternate years only. B2 was 
given in 1913"' '14. 
MODERN LANGUAGES. 
The school of Modern Languages includes German and 
French. In each two courses are o:ffered. 
GERMAN. 
AB.-F1all Term-Joynes-Wesselhoft's Grammar, Part I; easy 
Reading. 
Winter Term.-Joynes-Wesiselhoft's Grammar; Oarmen Sylva's,Aus 
meinem Koni.gretch, Hillern's Roher als die Kirche. 
Spr.in.g Term.-Joynes-Wesselhoft's Grammar; Grimm's Kinder 
und Hausmarchen, Manly's Der Zer.brochene Krug, etc. 
Bl.-FaU Term.-Joynes-Meilssner',s1 German Gramma.r; Stein's 
Exercises I.; Priest's, History of German Literature; Stern's Ge!shich· 
ten vom Rhein. 
Winter Term.-Joynes-Meissner's Grammair; Stein's Exercises I.; 
Priest's His.tory of German Literature; Freytag's Die Journalisten; 
Keller's Legenden. 
Spring Term.-Joynes-Me1sisner'.s Grammar; Stein's Exer·cis.es I.; 
Priest's Literature; Sichiller's Wilhelm Tell; Lessing's Minna von 
Barnhelm. 
B2.-Fall Term.-Joynes-Meissner's Grammar; Stein's Exercises 
Hosme·r's History of German Literature; Schiller's Maria Stuart; 
Goethe's Hermann and Dorothea. 
Winter Term.-Joynes-Meis1sner's Grammar; Stein'1s Exercises; Hos-
mer's German Literature; S.cheffel's Ekkehard; Heine's1 Die Rarzr·eis'e. 
Spring Term.-Joynes-Mei:ssner's Grammar; Stein's Exerdses; 
Hosmer's German Literature; Schiller's Maid of Orleans; Grtlparze,r's 
Der arme Spi·elmann; Sudermann'·s· Frau Sorge. 
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FRENCH. 
AB-Fall Term-Chardenial"s French Grammar, Part I; Exel'lc.ises; 
Super's F·rench Reader. 
Winter Term.-Chardenal',s Grammar; Merimee's Columba~. etc. 
Spring Term.-Chardenal's Grammar; Dumas' Monte Christo, etc. 
Bl.-Fall Term.-Whitney's Grammar Reviewe.d, Dumas' La Tu· 
lipe Noire. 
Winter Ter.m.-Labiche and Martin's Voyage de M. Perriiichon; 
Moliere's Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme. 
Sp·ring ·Term.-Hugo's Les Miserables. 
B2.-Fall Term.-Dumas Ex·cursionis: sur les Bo1rd,s du Rhein. 
Winter Term.-Moliere's L'Avare; Sandeau's Mlle. de la Seigliere. 
Spring Term.~Hugo's Quatre-vingt-treize. 
Classes Bl and B2 gi¥en in alternate years at present. 
MA THEIM.NT'ICS. 
Bl.-Higher Algebra and Trigonometry.~This course covers 
the subjects oif Higher Algebra and Trigonometry in a complete 
and vigorous manner; omitting, however, those topics which de-
mand a knowledge of Calculus for thefr complete comprehension. 
Texts: Hawk's AdV1anced Algebra, or Rietz and Crawthorne's Col-
lege Algeh~a; Rot1hir:ock'1s P1ane ·and S1piherical Tri.gonometry. 
B2.-Analytic Geometry and Surveying.-The first two 
terms of this year are given to Analytic Geometry, and the third 
term to Surveying. Students who have completed Class Bl or 
its equivalent will be admitted to this class. 
Texts: Loney''S Analytic Geometry; Car.hart's Surveying. 
B3.-0alciilus and Solid Ana.Zytic Geometry.-rrhis class de-
votes three-fourths of the session to Differential and Integral 
Calculus, and the remainder to Solid Analytic Geometry. Stu-
dents who have completed class B2 or its equivalent will be ad-
mitted to this class. 
Texts: Osborne's Differential and Integral Calculus; Charles 
Smith's Coni-0 Sections. 
B4.-Gradiiate Oourse.--This course is open to students who 
have completed all the above B classes or their equival'ent.s. This 
work is intended for those who wan.it to specialize in Mathematics. 
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The year will be given to the study of Solid Analytic Geom-
etry, Advanced Calculus and Differential Equations. 
Texts: Chairles Smith's Solid Geometry; Echo-l's Differential and 
Integral Calculus. 
PHYS~CS. 
Bl.-General Physics.-This course requires a good working 
knowledge of Algebra, Plane and Solid Geometry, Trigonometry, 
and Analytic Geometry. A earefully graded course of experi-
ments must be performed by each ·student. 
Text: Kimball's College Phystcs. 
CHEMISTRY. 
BL-General Chemistry.- This class devotes three terms to 
the study of General Chemistry. Much attention is given to lab-
oratory work. Each student must perform about two hUn.dred 
and fifty experiments. This course aims to cover the subject of 
General Chemistry in a thorough manner. 
T.ext: Remsen's College Chemi!stry. 
B2.- Industria.l Chemistry.- This course will be given to the 
study of Chemistry as applied to purpose of mankind. It is a 
subject o.f absorbing interest to the student of Chemistry. The 
oourse begins with a study of the process:es by which metals are 
extracted from their ores. Thien follows the study of the manu-
factu~e of chemicals, of porcelain ware, of leather, of soap, of 
. paper, of cotton goods, of sugar and of a number of other articles 
which have so much to do with our comfort and happiness. Stu-
dents who enter this class must have a good knowledge of General 
Chemistry. 
Texts: Remsen's Organtc Chemistry; F. H. Thorp's Outlines of 
Industrial Chemistry. 
GEOLOGY. 
Bl.-Genera.l Geology.-The course is intended to impart 
such a knowledge of Geology as should be possessed by a liber-
ally educaited man. It aims to give an elementary survey of 
Dynamic, Structural, Physiographic, and Historical Geology, 
and a reasonably full know ledge of minerals, rocks and fossils. 
RIVER VIEWS NEAR THE COLLEGE 
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An elementary knowil.edge of Physics and Chemistry is necessary. 
Considerable laboratory exercises and field work are required. 
Five times a week throughout the session. 
Text: Chamberlin and Salisbury's College Geolog,y. 
B2.-Econ.omic Geology.-(Geology Bl pre-requisite.) . This 
course takes up the study of non-metallic and metallic minerals 
and confines itself chiefly to the United States. Among the non-
metallic substances coal, building stones, lime, and soHs are most 
closely examined; while iron, copper, lead, zinc, gold and silver 
claim first attention among the metallics. Field and laboratory 
work supplements the recitations. Five tinles a week througlrout 
the session. 
Text: Ries' E,conomic Geology of the United States. 
The location of the college affords exceptional opportunities 
for field work, be,ing in the heart of the Shenandoruh Valley in 
the highlands of Virginia, and in easy reach of both the Old and 
the New Appalachians which illustrate a large variety of ge'O-
logic and physiographic processes. 
BIOLOGY. 
B.- Z oology.- 'The study begins with protoplasm and · the 
life phenomena of the cell, and advances by gradual steps to the 
higher forms. The College is continually aiming to increase its 
laboratory faeilities by the addition of apparatus and preserved 
specimens. Two recitations and six hours' laboratory work 
throughout the year. During the session of 1913-'14 the follow-
ing books were read as paraillel work: Darbeshire 's Breeding 
and the Mendelian Discovery; Metcalf's Organic Evolution, and 
Fisk's Through Nature to God. 
ASTRONOMY. 
B.-Mathematical Astronomy.-The aim of this course is to 
give such knowledge of the subject as every well-informed per-
son should have. Young's General Astronomy is used as a text. 
Historical, descriptive, physical, spherical and practical Astron-
omy are discussed; as well as the principles and laws of the 
science, the theory of orbits, and a general study of the problems 
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of Longitude, La,titude, Eclipses, Time and Tide. This course 
may be elected by juniors or senriors. 
LATIN. 
BL-Livy, Book XXI; Cicero, Letters; Tacitus, Germania 
and Agricola.: Studies in Roman Literature. Five times a week. 
B2.--Horace, selected Satires, Epistles, Odes and Epodes; 
Juvenal, the principal satires; Private life of the Romans. Five 
times a week. 
B3.-Tacitus, Historim; Horace, Odes and Epodes; Selected 
l.;etters of Pliny; Prose Composition ; Latin Scansion. Five 
times a week. 
B4.-Seneca, Epistles; Plautus, Miles Gloriosus; Terence, 
Phormio; Martial, select Epigrams; The Roman Satura, Rem-
nants of Early Latin; Prose Composition. Five times a week. 
GRE.EK. 
Bl.-Homer's Iliad, Books I-IV (omitting catalogue of 
ships) ; Grammar and Composition. 
B2.-Lysias, six orations ; Herodotus, Book VII; Homer, se-
lections from Iliad or Odyssey; Plato, Euthyphro; Prose Com-
position. Five times a week. 
B3.-Xenophon, Memorabilia, Books I and II; Aeschylus, 
Prometheus Bound ; Demosthenes, D~Corona ; P.rose Composi-
tion ; Grammar reviewed. 
B4.-Euripides, the Bacchae ; Thucydides, Book I ; Sopho-
cles, Antigone. 
Laboratory F.ee, Chemical, Biologica.l or Geological, each........ $6.00 
Dipioma Fee, B. A. and B. S.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
Diploma Fee, M. A. . .........•........•....................•..10.00 
Wqr ~rqnnl nf fhurutinu 
ENGLISH-PEDAGOGICAL COURSE. 
THE School of Education is designed especially for the train-ing of teachers for the public schools. Graduates of this eourse have successfully filled in the past almost all kinds 
of positions in the public school system. They have taught with 
distinction ill the elementary and graded schools and have filled 
with ability positions in high schools as well as principalships 
and superintendencies. The work is designed more particularly, 
however, to prepare teachers for the elementary and graded 
schools. 
Entrance upon this course _pre-supposes a thorough comple-
tion of the w:oirk of the elementary and graded schools and at 
least one yeiar of high school work. Or, a second grade certifi-
cate in Virginia will be accepted as sa;tisfying the entrance re-
quirements. Advanced standing in the course will be given to 
all who pass a satisfactory examination under the: faculty on any 
subjects of the course. Properly certified graduates of accredit-
ed high schools of the various grades will be given standing in 
accordance with the work they have satisfactorily completed. 
In the School of Education two subjects are especially em-
phasized- English and Pedagogy. English is taught throughout 
the entire course, an'd special attention is paid to correctness in 
the use of the language, careful practice in oral and written ex-
pression, and a broad range of reading in English and American 
literature. In pedagogy the process of learning as well as the 
methods of teaching are kept constantly in view. The subjecfas 
include Child Psychology, Methods of Teaching, School Manage-
ment, School Decoration and Sanitation, Religious Pedagogy, 
History of Educwtion, and Philosophy of Education. Persons 
who c:omplete this course will be graduated with the degree of 
B. E. (Bachelor o.f English) . 
The work of this course is tabulated as follows : 
FRESHMAN YE:AR. 
English Al Mathematics Al 
l;atin Al History Al 
Science A 
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SOPHOMORJE YEAR. 
English A2 Mathematics A2 
Latin A2 History A2 
Science Al 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
English A3 Mathematics A3 
German ..A.l Science A2 
Pedagogy AB 
SENIOR YEAR. 
English A4 Pedagogy Bl 
G.erman AB Pedagogy B2 
Pedagogical Seminar 
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES. 
ENGLI!SH. 
English Al.-Advainced Gra.mmatr a.nd Orammatical Analy-
sis. This work must show evidence of an accurate knowledge of 
the structure of English sentences, including capitalization and 
punctuation, and must be correct in spelling. Reed and Kellogg's 
Higher Lessons in English and Kimball's The English Sentence. 
English A2.-Rhetoric and Composition. The course co·vers 
Style .and Invention. It should shorw a general knowledge of lit-
erary form, the use of the simpler figures of speech and para-
graphing. Scott and Denny's New Composition-Rhetoric is the 
text. Frequent exercises are required in Description and Narra-
tion, and occasional ones in Exposition. and Argumentation. 
English A3.-Literature. The specimens for reading are 
comprised under two groups, one for crureful s•tudy an'd practice, 
the 'Other for reading. The works of the former group a:re read 
in class under the direction o.f the instructor and analyzed and 
discussed. The second group are read as parallel work by the 
student out of class. 
1. For Study and Practice. The following are prescribed 
for the year 1914-15: Shakespeare's Macbeth_; Milton's L'Alle-
gro, Il Penseroso, Camus, and Lycidas; Burke's Speech on Con-
ciUation; Macaulay's Life of Johnson; Carlyle's Essay on Burns; 
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Washington's Farewell Address; and Webster's First Bunker 
Hill Oration. This list is subject to variation. 
2. For reading. A list of at least fifty works is given, repre-
senting the best of drama, prose and poetry produced in Eng-
land and America. From the list the student chooses twelve, 
upon which he reports from time to time to his instructor. 
English A4.- History of Literature. This class makes a 
careful study of the history of English and American literature. 
Halleck 's and Crawshaw's terls are us;ed, supplemented by re-
searches made from library sources. 
MATHEMATICS. 
Maithematics Al.-Algebra to Qua:dratic Equa;tions. The 
fundamental principles of algebra are studied in this class. Spe-
cial emphasis is put upon facforing, the statement of problems 
in t~el..form of equations, and radicals. Fisher and Schwatt's 
Secondary Algebra. 
Mathematics A2.-Pla;ne Geometry. A standard text such 
as Well 's Essentials of Geometry and original problems. 
Mathematics A3.-Advanced Algebra, through Qua:dratics, 
Progression amd the Binomina,l Theorem, and Solid Geometry. 
Fisher and Schwatt 's Algebra; Well 's Essentials of Geometry. 
L.Afr'IN. 
Latin Al.~J.Jatin Elements, Grammar and C10mposiition, easy 
reading. 
Latin A2.-Cffisar, Books I-IV, with Grammar and Exercises. 
Latin A3.-Six orations of Cicero, _including the four against 
Cataline; Exercises and Grammar. 
Latin A4.-Virgil's Aeneid, Books I-VI; Exercises and Gram-
mair. 
Greek Al.-White 's First Greek Book; Xenophon's Ana-
basis Book I; Exercises. 
Greek A2.-Xenophon 's Anabasis Books II, III, IV; Exer-
cises and Grammar. 
May receive advanced credit. 
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GERMAN. 
German A.1.-Joynes-Meissner's Grammar, Part I; Exer-
cises; Reading of about 150 pages of graded text, including Car-
men Sylva 's Aus meinem Konigreich, and Hillern 's Roher als 
die Kirche. 
German A2.-Grammar reviewed, and reading of about 400 
pages of elementary and intermediate German text, including 
prose and poetry. Such texts as Grimm's Kinder und Haus-
marchen, Manly 's Der Zerbrochene Krug, Lillard 's Aus dem 
deutchen Dichterwald are used. 
FRENCH. 
French Al.-Ohardenal 's French Grammar, Pairt I; Exer-
cises; Super's French Reader; Merimee's Columba, etc., making 
about 200 pages of easy French prose. 
French A2.- Chardenal 's French Grammar: Dumas' Monte 
Cristo, and texts of like grade, making about 500 p·ages of prose 
and drama. 
SCIENCE. 
Science A.~This is an elementary course in science. In it 
a careful review is made of Political and Commercial Geography 
and Human Physiofogy. Map drawing and 1'ruborator-y worrk are 
required. 
Science Al.-Elementary Agriculture. This course begins 
with a review of the. principles of physical geography, and then 
proceeds to cover, for beginners, the general field of Agricul-
ture. It treats such subjects as domestic animals, economic 
plants, soils, fertilizers and farm crops. 
Science A2.- Elementary Physics. A general knowledge of 
the subject is given on the basis o.f lVIihlikan and Gales' First 
Course in Physics. Students who undertake this course should 
have a knowledge of elementary algebra. Each student is re-
quired to perform a number of simple experiments and to make 
acCiU.rate notes descriptive o.f them. 
Science A3.- Elementary Biology. About one-half of the 
session is devoted to botany, and the rest to zoology. In botany 
the work begins with a SJtudy of the structure and physiology of 
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seed plants, followed by a discussion of economic botany. In 
zoology representative types are studied to illustrate the more 
impo~tant divisions of the animal kingdom. Laboratory work is 
required. Not offered this session. 
HISTORY. 
History Al.-American. This course comprises a standard 
text in United States hisfory, as Waddy Thompson Olr' Hart, a 
history of Virginia, and a standard civil government, state and 
national. 
Histocy A2.-English. Wrong's History of the British Na-
tion, or Cheyney's, Lamed's or a similar text forms the basis 
of this course. Special topics worked up from library sources. 
History A3.-Ancient. This course covers the eastern na-
tions, Greece and Rome. West's Ancient World, or a similar text. 
History A4.--Mediaeval and Modern. Myers, West, or a text 
of similar grade is used. 
('-, 
?%ANUAL TRMNING. 
The work in manual training teaches the student how to han-
dle and care for tools. He begins with simple exercises, such as 
the plane surface, right angle, mortise, etc. Then h'e takes up 
simple pieces of furniture, as the foort;stool, or magazine rack. 
From these he proceeds naturally to the construction of a nice 
piece of furniture-a bookcase, library table, music cabinet, or 
centre table. 
BOOKKEEPING. 
This WOT'~ is made very practical. Many forms of business 
are represented and are 0onducted by the most modern and most 
approved methods. The student not only becomes thoroughly ac-
quainted with the science of accounts, but is drilled in the prac-
tical application of the prinoiples of this s'Cience to the various 
forms of business in the commercial w;orld. 
PEDAGOGY. 
For description of courses in pedagogy see pages 20 and 21. 
Laboratocy Fee ................................................ $3.00 
Diploma Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
COLLEGE PREPARATORY OOURS:E.  
FOR THE B. A. DEGREE.  
THE College Preparatory Course is a standard four years course of study, desrigned to meet the entrance requirements of the best colleges and universities of the country. The 
work is carefully graded so that students may enter any year of 
the course from the public or private High Schools w~thout loss 
of time or credit. Graduation in this course admits to the· Fresh-
man year of Bridgewater College without examination, and to 
any other college {)r university on similar or verry reasonable 
terms. 
FIRST YEAR. 
FaU Term.-English Al, Arithmetic, Latin Al, Science A, 
Orthography. 
Winter Term.-English Al, Arithmetic, Latin Al, Science A, 
Penmanship. 
Spring Term.-English Al, Arithmetic, Latin Al, Science A, 
Drawing. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Fall Term.-English A2, Mathematics Al, Latin A2, Science 
Al. 
Winter Term.-English A2, Mathematjcs Al, Latin A2, 
Science Al. 
Spring Term.-English A2, Mathematics Al, Latin A2, 
Science Al. 
THIRD YEAR. 
Fall Term.-English A3, Mathematics A2, Latin A3, Ger-
man Al. 
Winter Term.-English A3, Mathematics A2, Latin A3, Ger-
man Al. 
Spring Term.-English A3, Mathemaitics A2, Latin A3, Ger-
man Al. 
YOUNT HALL 
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FOURTH YiEAR. 
Fall Term.-History A, Science A2, Latin A4, German A2. 
Winter Term.-History A, Science A2, Latin A4, German 
A2. 
Spring Term.-History A, Science A2, Latin A4, Gel"Ilian A2. 
Students completing this course will be granted a certificate 
of graduation. 
FOR THE B. S. DEGREE. 
Candidates for the B. S. degree must offer fourteen prepara-
tory units. They may substitute for the four years o.f Latin in 
the above course four other units, but the courses in Mathematics, 
Science, and Modern Languages may not be substituted. 
AGRICULTURAL COURSE. 
The science of agriculture finds its basis chiefly in the sciences 
of biology, geology, and physics. The art of farming is the prac-
tical application of these sciences to the farm f!or the purpose of 
gain. In the following course in agricUJlture it is believed that 
sufficient emphasis is placed upon the funJamental theory of 
agriculture to enable the one who, completes the course to meet 
intelligently the majority of the questions that confront the prac-
tical fa:rrrreT. The oourse is by no means intended to be a pro-
fessional one, but it includes the study of those branches, the 
knowledge of which the average farmer should have, and may be 
expected to have under the modern opportunities for education. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Bame as Oollege Preparatory Course. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Fall Term.-Elementary Agriculture, Algebra, Rhetoric, 
Farm Aceounts. 
Winter Term.-Ele~~ntary Agriculture, Algebra, Rhetoric, 
Farm Accounts. 
Spring Term.-Elementary Agriculture, Algebra, Rhetoric, 
Farm Accounts. 
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THIRD YEAR. 
Fall Term.-Elementacy Biology, Physics, Geometry, Ger-
man. 
Winter Term.-Elementa.ry Biology, Physics, Geometry, Ger-
man. 
Spring Term.-Elementary Biology, Physics, Geometry, Ger-
man. 
Laboratory Fee .................•............................. $3.00 
Diploma Fee . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
COURSE IN EXPRESSION. 
The main purpose of the Expression Course is to develop 
the character of y;oung men and women; to help them real-
ize their possibilities, to learn how to overcome hindrances, and 
how to be the greatest good to the greatest number. Our meth-
od of instruction is based upon psychological principle, me-
. chanieal methods being adopted only in cases of extreme dif-
ficulty. Through the use .of literature the student is taught to in-
terpret the thought, to think the thought true to the literature 
and himself, and express thoughts and emotions through his own 
individuality. The result is breadth of thought, clearness of vis-
ion, depth of feeling, distinctive individuaUty. 
PHYSIOAL OULTURIE. 
True emotion is that whieh uniformly develops body, mind 
and soul. A sound mind can dwell only in a healthy body. It is 
the aim of physical culture to develop the pupils toward health 
and grace, to straighten the figure and lead each pupil to form 
such habits of life as will give the best physical foundation for 
intellectual and expressioua1 development. 
BODILY EXPRESSION. 
The body is the only medium through which we can express 
the soul. The aim of bodily expression is to free the body, that 
every thought or emotion may be made visible. All that one in-
dividual can know of another individual is what the body ex-
presses. Some bodies hide the soul, others misTepresent it. The 
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whole purpose is the training of the different bodily agents to as-
sist in expressing it. 
VOICE CULJTURE. 
To the speaker or reader nothing is more valuable than a good 
voice. The object is to strengthen and beautify the voice, to pre-
serve its individuality, to free the voice that it may respond to 
the various soul emotions. 
JUNIOR YEAR. 
FaU Term.-Physical Culture, Voice Culture, Bodily Expres-
sion, Vocal Expression, Phonetics, Fundamental Principles, Rep-
ertoire, Recital, Rhetoric, Lectures on Anatomy and Hygiene. 
Winter Term.-Physical Culture, Voice Culture, Bodily Ex-
pression, Vocal Expression, Story 'l'elling, Literary Interpreta-
tion, Characterization, Oral English, Repertoire, Recital, Phys-
iology. 
Spring Term.-Physical Culture, ¥oice Culture, Bodily Ex-
pression, Vocal ·Expression, Literary Interpretation, Conversa-
tion, Characterization, Oral English, Repertoire, Recital, Phys-
iology. 
SENIOR YEAR. 
~Pall Term.-Physical Culture, Voice Culture, Bodily Ex-
pression, Vocal Expression, Conversation, Public Speaking, Bible 
and Hymn Reading, American l1iterature, Repertoire, Oratory, 
Debate, Private Lessons. 
Wi:nter Term..--Physical Culture, Voice Culture, Bodily Ex-
pression, Vocal Expression, Debate, Dramatic Art, Repertoire, 
Oratory, English Literature, Psychology, Private Lessons, Prac-
tice 'l'eaching. 
Spring Term.---Physical Culture, Voice Culture, Bodily Ex-
pression, Vocal Expression, Oratory, Selective Literature, Psy-
chology, Dramatic Art, Repertoire, Private Lessons, Practice 
'reaching. 
Private Ies,sons, p1er teirm................................. . ..... $5.00  
iiblr ~rqnnl ilrpurtmrut  
IN this department the College has provided two courses. The purpos1e is to supply as fully as may be the needs of the dif-ferent classes of students who wish to acquire a knowledge 
of the Bible either as a means of culture, or as a preparation for 
Christian work. The class work is made practiC'al, and lea;ds to a 
first-hand acquaintance with the Bible and its teachings. 
ENGLLSH BIBLE COURSE. 
In this course the English Bible is the chief text-book. Dur-
ing the first year the entir·e text of the Old and Ne:w Testament 
is covered historically and exegetically. Portions not covered in 
detail are read by the students as parallel work. The course is 
designed especiailly fo.r Sunday School te·achers and superintend-
ents and other Christian workers. 
Students completing this course will be granted a certificate 
of graduation. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Fall Term.-Old Testament History, Old Testament Exege-
sis, New Testament History, New Testament Exegesis. Efocu-
tion. 
Winter Term.-Old Testament History, Old Testament Exe-
gesis, New Testament History, New 'festament Exegesis, Elocu-
tion. 
Spring Term.-Old Testament Histo.ry, Old Testament Exe-
gesis, New Testament History, New Testament Exegesis, Elocu-
tion. 
SECOND YEAR. 
FaU Term.-New Testament Th:eology, Homiletics,Compara-
tive Religions, Biblical I.1iterature. 
Winter Term.-Old Testament Theology, Polemics, History 
of Missions, History of the Church of the Brethren. 
Spring Term.-Theism, Pastoral Theology, Practical Mis-
sions, Doctrine of the Church of the Brethren. 
BIBLE SCHOOL DEPARTMENT 3i 
THEOLOGY COURSE. 
This course is arranged for those who desire a more extended 
course of training in Biblical subjects than the two years' course 
provides. It is designed especially for Ministers, Pastors, Mis-
sionaries, Evangelists, ·and others who wish to devote their lives 
to the service of the Master. The College Preparatory Course, 
or its equivalent will be required for entrance. This will neces-
sitate at least one year of preparatory Greek and will prei..sup-
pose three of four years of preparatory Latin. 
Those who complete this course satisfactorily will be award-
ed the degree of Th. B. (Bachelor of Theology). 
FIRST YEAR. 
Fall Term.-Old Testament History, Old Testament Exege .. 
sis, New Testament History, New Testament Exegesis, Elocution. 
Winter Term.-Old Testament History, Old Testament Exe-
gesis, New Testament History, New Testament Exegesis, Elocu-
tion. 
Spring Term.-Old Testament History, Old Testament Exe-
gesis, New Testament History, NeiW Testament Exegesis, Elocu-
tion. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Fall Term.-New Testament rrheology, Homiletics, Compa-
rative Religii0ns, Biblical Literature. 
Winter Term.~Old Testament Theology, Polemics, Histocy 
of Missions, History of the Church of the Brethren. 
Spring ·Term.-Theism, Pastoral Theology, Practical M~ 
sions, Doct~ine of the Church of the Brethren. 
TIDRD YEAR. 
Fall Term.-Systematic Theology, Church · History, New 
Testament Greek, Philosophy B. 
Winter Term.-Systematic Theology, Chur~h Histo,ry, New 
Testament Greek, Philosophy B. 
Spring Term.- Systematic Theology, Church History, New 
Testament Greek, Philosophy B. 
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DESCRIPT'.ION OF COURSES. 
Old Testament History.-This class will be expected to study 
carefully the entire historical part of the Old Testament in 
chronological order, with the Bible as the text-book. For the 
geographical setting Hurlbut's Bible Atlas will be used. The 
great plan of Redemption, in its unfolding through God's: teach-
ings, will be a feature of the course. 
Old Testament Exegesis.-This class will take up the prophet-
ical and poetical books of the Bible, giving special attention to 
the prophecies in connection with their historical surroundings. 
Texts, the Bible and Hurlbut's Bible Atlas. 
New Testament History.-Thls course will include a careful 
study of the lives and works of Christ, Paul, Peter, John, and 
others of the apostle~a de.tailed historical and biographical 
study from the birth of Christ to the establishment of the Chris-
tian Church. Text, the Gospels and the Acts. 
New Testament Exegesis.-The year will be given to a care-
ful exegetical study of the New Testament text, including some 
of the parables and miracles of Christ. As many of the epis-
tolatory books as time will permit whll be treated analytically 
and critically. 
Theology and Theism.--In this courS'e one term is given to 
each of the subjects, New Testament Theology, Old Testament 
'fheoiogy, and Theism. In connection with the texts the separate 
books of the Bible are studied in the light of the most careful 
exegesis. 
Homileics, Polemics, and Pastoral Theology.-One term is 
given to each of these subjects. The course is designed especi'ally 
for the preacher. It is intended to help him in the preparation 
a.n:d delivery of sermons, ·to teach him how to defend the truth, 
and how to care properly for his' people. 
Compara,tive Religions and Missions.-During the first term 
oif this course a study is made of the heathen religions in their 
relation to Christianity. This serves as a necessary background 
for• the intelligent study of missions. The second term is de-
voted to the historic'ail study of modern missions, especially dur-
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ing the nineteenth century. In the spring term the practical 
work of the mission field will be present.ed, based chiefly on the· 
Professor's notes and experiences. 
Biblical Literature.-This course will take up a careful and 
extended study of some of the choice literary productions of the 
Bible, such as selected Psalms, Proverbs, Job, etc.. 'rhe works 
chosen will be examined minutely with reference to their struc-
ture and contents. (One term.) 
Church History.-A year's work in this subject, in which are 
traced the Church's struggles with heresy, ignorance, and big-
otry, helps the student to appreciate more than ever his Bible 
with its blessed privileges. The work is presented by topics, by 
lecture, and by class-room cionference. 
Systematic Theology.--This course naturally and properly 
follows most of the others here outlined. It gathers the various 
doctrines o,f the Bible, elsewhere treated separately, and organizes 
them into a system. In this way a large and unified view of Bib-. 
lical doctrine is secured. 
History a.nd Doctrine of the Church of the Brethren.-One 
term is given to each of these subjects. For the historical study 
Brumbaugh's History is used as a text. Flory's Literary Activ-
ity is prescribed as parallel. The doctrine is given largely by 
outline, supplemented by lectures and explanations of the Pro-
fessor. 
Philosophy B .-Two college courses in philosophy are offered, 
one in Psychology and the other in Ethics and Logic. Either 
may be chosen for the Theology course. Considerable library 
work is required and extended papers on assigned topics are a 
necessary part of the work. 
New Testament Greek.-This course requires a year's work 
in the Greek elements as a pre..requisite. A consri.derable portion 
of the New Testament is read during the session, beginning with 
the Gospel of St. John. Later the Epistles of Paul receive spe-
cial attention. 
Seminary Course.-Arrangements have been made with the 
Bethany Bible School of Chica.go, Ill., an institution under the 
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direction of the Church of the Brethren, by which the work of 
each institution may be credited by the other. B. A. graduates 
of Bridgewater College who have as many as four courses 
(or forty-five hours work) in Psychology, Philosophy, Pedagogy, 
Sociology, and four courses, or forty-five hours, in Church His-
tory, Theology, Homiletics, Missions, New Testament Greek and 
Sacred Literature, will receive two years' credit on the Seminary 
Course at Bethany. This will enable the student to receive the 
B. D. degree from the latter institution in two years after grad-
uation from this College. On the other hand high school gradu-
ates who have completed the full seminary course in Bethany 
will be given two years' credit on the college course at 
Bridgewater College, thus enabling them to complete the college 
course and receive the B. A. degree in two more years. When 
this work has been satisfactorily completed Bethany Bible School 
will, upon recommendation of this institution, confer upon them 
the degree of Bachelor of Divinity. 
Diploma Fee ................................................. . $5.00  
STUDENTS' ROOMS 
-~'J 
-~rqnnl nf :!luair 
STUDIES. 
COURSES FOR TEACHERS, SINGERS AND INSTRUMENTAL  
PERFORMERS.  
THIS department provides fundamental training in the main branches of music. Besides bringing the pupil to a high de-gree of wccomplishment, we prepare ladies and gentlemen 
for an active career in the profession of teaching music. No 
young lady's educiation is now complete without a knowledge of 
vocal and instrumental music such as our courses provide. Lead-
ing educators believe that music is· a necessary factor in ffisthet.ic 
development. This need and demand we are prepared to meet. 
The lessons for the reed organ, piano., and voice culture are 
given private~y. The methods used are the best ones the teachers 
in charge have been able to secure from the best sources. Vocal 
Music, Chorus Singing, Ear and Eye Culture, Harmony, Theory, 
Analysis, Counterpoint, History and Methods of Teaching are 
taught in classes of suitable number. 
MUSIC TEAOHE.RS' COURSE. 
The Teachers' CourS'e requires three years, and it is intended 
to qualify for a musical career in conducting and teaching in 
musical institutes, normals, schools, etc. The study of harmony, 
instrumental music, and voice culture in this course, is pursued 
from the beginning to the close. These prepare one to compose 
music, sing, or play in an artistic style. 
First Year.-Chorus, Introductory Theory, Harmony, Piano 
or Organ, Voi0e Culture, Ear Training and Sight Reading. 
Second Year.-Chorus, Harmony, History of Music, Piano or 
Organ, Voice Culture. 
Third Y ear.-Clrorus, Piano or Organ, Voice Culture, Har-
monic Analysis, Methods and Directing Practice. 
NoTE.-The studies in Piano required in this course are the 
same as those of the E.Iementary, Preparatory and Intermediate 
years of the Piano Course. 
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THEORY. 
The following course in theory is required of those who com-
plete the Music Teachers' or the Voice Culture Course. 
First Term.-Introductory Theory; Beginning Musical Nota-
tion, Keys, Sca:les and Signatures, Intervals, etc. 
Second Term.-Review of the first term, Harmony begun, 
Chord Connection and Simple Part-writing from given basses 
or sopranos. 
Third Term.-The Chords of the Seventh, with Exercises in 
harmonizing sopranos and basses in open as well as close posi-
tion. Modulation begun. Illustrative examples and explanations 
of chord progressions and modulations required at the piano. 
Foiirth Terni.-Ha.rmonizing Melodies which modulate, no 
:fingering being given. Exercis'es in Modulation at the piano, in-
cluding transposition of various models into all keys. Advanced 
study in Secondary Seventh chords. 
Fifth Term.- Chromatically Altered Chords, Enharmonic 
Change,g, Modulation in General. 
Sixth. Term.-The Suspension, Retardation, Appoggiatura, 
Anticipation, Passing-tone, Embellishm€Ilt, Pedal point, Melodic 
figuration and accompaniment. The text-book is Lessons in Har-
mony, by Heacox and Lehman. 
Sr.venth Term.-" Harmonic Analysis," by Cutter. Also -a 
review of Harmony at the keyboard, the exercises being played. 
instead of written. 
Eighth Term.- Harmonic Analysis Completed. 
The above course o.f theory, with two terms of Simple Coun-
terpoint, will be required of those who complete the Piano 
Course. Text-book, Lehman's Forty Lessons in Simple Counter-
point. 
METHODS. 
Methods of teaching, and practeice in directing are required 
of all those who complete the Teachers' Course. The work is 
taken up systematically, each pupil being required to teach a 
number of lessons before the whole class, who, 'With the teacher 
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in charge, criticise his work. This practice is found very help-
ful to those who expect to teach in Public Schools, Normal Classes 
or other classes. 
HISTORY OF MU SIC. 
The Course in History of Music is required of those who com-
plete the Music Teachers' Course, Piano Course or the Voice 
Culture Course. 
This course covers the entire history of the development of 
Music, from the Ancient Chinese, Japanese, Babylonian and 
Greek nations until the present, giving special attention to the 
music of the Christian era. 
PIANO COURSE. 
ELEMENTARY YEAR.-Handcuilture; National Graded Course 
I. ; Schmitt-F-aelten; Scales: Kohler Op. 157; Duvernoy Op. 176; 
Easy Pieces and Sonatinas from Kl-ihlau, JJichter, and others; 
Introductory Theory; Harmony and Composition. 
PREPARATORY YEAR.-Schmitt-Faelten; Scales; National 
Graded Courses II. and III. ; Czerny's' SeJected Studies, Book I. ; 
Melodious Studies from Heller. Pieces from Heller, Schumann, 
Haydn and some modern composers, acc1ompanying; Harmony 
and Composition; History of Music. 
INTERMEDIATE YEAR.-Scales; Octaves and Arpeggios; Nation-
al Graded Courses IV. and V. ; Peter Silea; Studies by Cramer, 
Clementi; School of Velocity, Book II.; Czerny's; Bach's Two-
part Inventions; Selections from Beethoven, HenseU, Brahms, 
l\foszkowski, Chopin, etc.; accompanying; Harmonic Analysis. 
GRADUATE YEAR.-National Graded Courses VI. and VII.; 
Bach's Three-part Inventions; Concertos from Weber, Liszt 
and Chopin ; Sonatas from Beethoven; Concert selections from 
Chopin, Mendelssohn, Rubinstein, Schubert, Liszt, etc. ; Sight 
playing and accompanying; Simple Counterpoint. 
For graduation in this course a high school preparation or its 
equivalent will be required. 
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VOIOE CU!JTURE COURSE. 
It is through the power, quality and method of using the voice 
that the hearer is impressed. Singing, without a correct habit 
of breathing or method of tone-producing, is ruinous and leads 
to deformities of the muscles and often results in laryngeal 
troubles and diseases of the throat. 
Inasmuch ·as it is somewhat difficult to outline a course for 
Voice Training and Art of Singing, no studies will be outlined 
here, but the needs of each student will receive ·careful attention, 
and studies given accordingly. No special method is followed, 
but the best is ehosen from the different methods. 
REMARKS. 
Students who pursue the Music· Teachers' Course are required 
to complete Grammar, Arithmetic, English Language, and Elo-
cution. In the third and fourth years of the Piano Course the 
student is required to take two literary courses each year chosen. 
from the departments of English, History, German or French; 
but no student shall take more than two literary studies at a 
time. 
Diplomas are awarded to persons who complete satisfactorily 
the Piano Course, Voice Culture or Music Teachers' Course. 
Candidates for diplomas in the Piano Course or the Voice 
Culture Course must perform successfully in public at least 
twice. 
This department has been equipped with modern instruments, 
including a Stieff Concert Grand Piano. These are placed in 
comfortable practice rooms for instrumental students. Students 
in Organ will use Root's Model Organ Method. 
In preparation for public performances, pupils who are suf-
ficiently advanced are expected to appear in public in the '' pu-
pils' recitals." 
Students are expected to be punctual at their practice periods, 
lessons and classes. 
No student will be permitted to loiter in or about the Music 
Room or intrude in any way upon others while practicing. 
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The instruments in Stanley Hall may be used only by those 
who take instrumental lessons. 
Students should bring with them such sheet music, instruction 
books and etudes as they may have on hand. 
:MUSIC DEPARTMENT-EXPENSES. 
All expenses are dne arnd payable one term in advance. No 
deduction is maide for absence of less than two weeks. 
Per Term 
Chorus, d:aily ................................................. $ 3.00 
Organ, two lessons per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.50 
Organ, one lesson per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 
Piano, two lessons per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00 
Piano, one lesson per rweek . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.50 
Voice Culture, two lessons per week .... . ..................... 16.00 
Violin, two lesisons per week . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16.00 
History, Harmony, or Analysis (outside .any course), ea;ch...... .. 3.00 
Diplom·a Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
To persons who practiee at home a reduction of 20 per cent. wm 
be made from the above rates for O~gan ·and Piano•. 
<ttnmmrrtinl ~qnnl irpnrtmrut  
.HE purpose of this department is to prepare young men andTwomen to conduct intelligently the affairs of the business world. A b:voad and practical training in business meth-
ods is necessary to the person who would most rapidly attain busi-
ness success. Thousiands fail annually thr-0ugh a lack of business 
training, and as our rapidly increasing commercial interests con-
tinue to develop, the demand for well trained young men and 
women to take charge of the business of our country increases. 
This school offers three courses: (1) rrhe Business Course, 
consisting of the regular lines of training for business life ; ( 2) 
'l,he Stenographic Course, intended for offiee helpers and aman-
uenses; ( 3) The Commercial TeacherS'' Course, an extended 
course of training, intended for those preparing to teach and for 
those seeking a more complete equipment for financial and com-
mercial pursuits. 
QUALIFICATIONS FOR ENTERING.-!£ a student is found de-
ficient in any study he will receive special instruction until he is 
able to enter the regular classes, but will not be permitted to do 
so until he has the necessary preparation. 
BUSINESS COURS'E. 
First Term.-Commercial Arithuretic, Bookkeeping, Gram-
mar, Spelling, Penmanship, Letter Writing. 
Second Term.--Commercial Law, OommerciaI Arithmetic, 
Bookkeeping, Grammar, Penmanship. 
Third Term-.-Rapid Calculation, Salesmanship, Bookkeep-
ing, GrammM", Penmanship. 
STENOGRAPHIC COURSE. 
First Term.-Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar, Spelling, 
Penmanship, Letter Writing. 
Second Term.-Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar, Commer-
cial Law, Penmanship. 
Third Term.-Shorthand, Typewriting, Grammar, Salesman-
ship, Office Practice. 
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COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' COURSE. 
FIRSrr YEAR. 
Same as business course. 
SECOND YE,A'R. 
First Term.-Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, Rhet-
oric, U. S. History. · 
Second Term.-Bookkeeping, Shorthand, rrypewriting, Rhet-
oric, U. S. History, Virginia History. 
Third Term.-Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Typewriting, Rhet-
oric, Civil Government. 
A diploma of graduation will be conferred upon the comple-
tion of the above courses. Those who complete the Commercial 
11eaehers' Course with a grade of not less than ninety per cent. 
in each subject will be granted the degree of B. Acets. (Bachelor 
of Accounts.) 
BooKKEEPING.-This constitutes the framework of the Busi-
ness Course. In this department books are actually opened, con-
ducted, and closed by the student. A great variety of business is 
represented and conducted by the most modern, progressive, and 
most approved methods. The student not only makes himself 
thoroughly acquainted with the science of accounts, but is 
drilled in the practical application of the principles of this 
science to the various forms of business in the commercial world. 
COMMERCIAL LAw.-No man can afford to enter tlie broad 
arena of bus,iness without a knowledge of his commercial rights 
arrd duties. It is our aim to acquaint the student with those 
features of law which every business man should know, and with-
out a knowledge of which he is at the mercy of sharpers and busi-
ness tricksters. 
COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC.-Particular attention is paid to 
those parts .of arithmetic which are esipe:cia.Hy necessary to the 
business man. Not only are rules and principles taught, but wh'at 
is infinitely more important, thorough drill is given in applying 
them with the greatest rapidity and a.c.curacy. 
LETTER WRITING.-The business of this age being so largely 
conducted by letter, a knowledge o.f business correspondence is 
-
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simply imperative, and a student cannot attach too much import-
ance to this part of the work. Many a young man has failed to 
secure an important position on aecount of some blunder in his 
application, due to ignor:a.nce of this subject. -
PENM.ANSHIP.-Good penmanship is its own advertiser, wears 
its value on its face. A good handwriting often proves a step-
pingstone to a lucrative position. Indeed, it is an indispensable 
aid to every one, whatever may be his position in society. We 
teach the most practical system of rapid writing. While students 
are divided into cilasses, they at the same time receive individual 
insruction. Particular attention is paid not only to form, move-
ment, etc., but also to the correction of errors and the best way 
to avoid them. Special classes in ornamental writing, engrossing, 
:flourishing, etc., are organized when applied for. 
COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY.-SC'arcely any subject connected 
with commerce is more interesting than this. The acquisition of 
islands by our government, the extension of our trade, the compe-
tition between our gulf and eastern ports, and many other mat-
ters of commercial interest are attracting the attention af the 
business men of the entire country. 
SPELLING.-Every college student ought to be able to spell 
all ordinary words correctly. As a matter of fact-let it be re-
gretted-few are able to do so. Experience has shown us the im-
portance of this subject, and therefore we lay great stress upon 
it. The standard for passing the subject is an examination grade 
of 90 per cent. 
SALESMANSHIP.-T:o anyone preparing to enter the world of 
busin€ss a knowledge of salesmanship is important. It teaches 
how to present a business proposition with confidence and skill. 
Knowledge of this subject is a distinct commercial asset to any 
business man. 
The time required to complete the Business course is from 
two nr three terms, according to the ability, application, and 
previous advantages of the student. Those who are prepared to 
take this course in less than the allotted time will not need the 
two full years to complete the combined course. 
FOUNDERS' HALL 
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speeches, court work, etc., dictated to him, and will be instructed 
in making proper transcripts of his notes. 'rhe Touch System is 
taught. w·e use the Remington Typewriters. 
The time required to learn shorthand varies greatly with dif-
ferent students. It depends upon the attitude of the student, 
·upon the efforts he puts forth, and also upon his previous educa-
tion and training. If he possesses average ability and industry 
he may possibly be prepared as an amanuensis in six months. 
Some take a year or more. Very few will be able to graduate 
in this course in less than three terms. 
For an amanuensis diploma the student will be required to 
write from new matte~ at the rat-e of 90 words per minute, and 
transcribe his notes on the typewriter at the rate of 30 words per 
minute. 
If the student does not possess a satisfactory knowledge of 
penmanship, orthography, practical grammar, and correspond-
ence, he will be required to study these subjects before entering 
this department. 
Students who enter for the Shorthand. and Typewriting 
Course will not be permitted to take studies outside the course 
except by the consent of the faculty. 
PosrTIONS.- "'\Ve aid our graduates in securing positions. The 
College has frequent applications each year for bookkeepers and 
amanuenses, and nearly always lras more good positions waiting 
to be filled than it has students prepared to fill them. Any one 
who completes either course in a satisfactory manner is practic-
ally certain to secure a good position in a short time. 
Typewriting alone (per month) ................................ $1.50 
Business Practice Entrance Fee (paid once) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.00 
Diploma Fee .................................................. 5.00 
Art irpartmrtd  
Painting and drawing dates back to the remotest ages. 
Though it has been greatly improved, it was then a fine art and 
has not failed to leave its ennobling influence upon the world. 
No matter how simple a painting, if the work is done with 
the right motives, it will in some way help others to better things 
in life. The young artist has a master whose work influences 
every line he draws. 
The study of art leads one to see more keenly, think more 
broadly, feel more deeply, and love nature more tenderly in all 
her varied forms both animate and inanimate. He i'3 therefore 
drawn closer to God and thus becomes '' Blest with each grace of 
nature and art.'' 
China decorating furnishes beautiful objects for the home and 
articles of great commercial value. 
The work in art is intended to cover a period of three years 
and gives a cours:e of instruction in the study of form, propor-
tion, light and shade, color and perspective. Candidates for the 
certificate will be expected to pursue the line of study embraced 
in the outlined course. 
Instruction in all classes is individual and the progress of the 
student depends largely upon himself. 
An exhibition of wo·rk done in the studio will be held before 
Christmas vacation and during commencement week. 
Like other supplemental courses, this is not intended to inter-
fere with the studies of the regular curriculum. 
Students are allowed to spend two hours, or its equivalent, on 
Art days in the studio. Persons with natural ability and pre-
vious preparation may graduate by exhibiting proficiency in all 
branches of the prescribed course and rendering a satisfactory 
examination in Art History. 
COPRSE OF STUDY. 
FIRST YIDAR. 
Outline drawing and general light and shade from antique, 
blocks and familiar objects in pencil and charwal. 
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Principles of free hand perspective in sketching both interior 
and exterior. 
Still life and landscape sketching in pencil, watercolor and oil. 
Elements in composition and design. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Perspective ; Drawing and shading in monochrome and color 
from antique and still life. 
Paining in pastel, water color and oil from still life, fruits , 
foliage, flowers, etc. 
Out-door sketching and painting, Composition. 
THIRD YEAR. 
China decorating, Composition, Practice 'I1eaching, Class dem-
onstration, History of Art. 
Elective: Painting in Figure, Portraiture, Landscape, Ma-
rine or Animals. 
Ceramics may be studied as a separate course. Also the deco-
rative art if so desired. 
Papers on the various phases of art will be required of the 
students from time to time. 
I.Jectures in color schemes and home furnishing and decorat-
ing will be given. 
Anyone wishing to do so may enroll for extra periods. 
Regular Cours,e-
Term (in a.idV1ance) 4 hou11s; pe1r week...................... $18.00 
Month (in advance) 4 hours per week........... :......... 7.00 
Cer.a:mics-
Term (in advance) 4 hour:s per week...................... 21.60 
Month (in advance) 4 hours per week..................... 8.20 
Studio Fee (in 1advance) per term...... ... .................... .25 
Diploma Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 
mnuatinus 1!113-14 
TO THE LIBRARY. 
1 Vol. ..............................................Ella E. Miller  
16 Vol. .................................Dr. and MJ'1S,. F. J. Wampler  
1 Vol..........................................Brorudway Pub. Co.  
51 Vol. ............................................. C. K. Holsinger  
2 Vol. .......................................... Theo. Pres·ser Co.  
1 Vol. .......................................Edward Clinton Bixler  
1 'Tol. ...........................................Weldon T. Myers  
1 Vol.. ........ .. .............. . ..San Diego Chamber of Commerce  
7 Vol ...................................Local T. P. A. Association  
1 Vol. ................................Laura l1ouis:e Ogden Whaling  
1 Vol.. ...........Wis:consin Geolo•gical and Natural Histo:ry Survey  
1 Vol. ........................................University o.f Illinois  
1 Vol.. ............... Carneg:ie Endowment fo.r International Peace  
6 Vol.. ........American Swedenborg Printing & Publishing Society  
2 Vol. .....................·....................Richmond L. Jones  
1 Vol. .................................................H. L. Alley  
1 Vol ................................... ~ .... . ... .....D. D. Culler 
253 Vol. ........................... (U. S. Gov.), per Hon. James, Hay 
10 Pamphlets on Rural Survey Work by the Board of Home Mis~ 
sions of the Presbyterian Church...................N. A. Seese  
Deed given by George II. o'f England, 1749 ....•..........A. S. Gentry  
Deed given by George III. of England, 1774 ............ Jacob H. Cline  
TO THE MUSEUM. 
Conglo·merate ..........................................M. M. Myers  
Quartz Orystals .....................................E. M. Wamp·ler  
Chlorite and Soapstone .................................. J. H. Cline  
Onyx Marble ......................................... S. L. Bowman  
Relics ........................................Elder George Phillips  
Soapstone .........................................Dr. W. T. Myers  
Collection of Oriental articles ........•....... Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Long  
Thorn trunk with rocks ... ...........................Henry Thomas  
Coal Fossil~s................... ........................... J. S. Zigler  
@Jtuhrut ®rgunizutinn!i 
SESSION 1913-14  
VICTORIAN LIT'ERARY SOCIETY.  
Arthur C. Miller .................................... Final Pr.esident  
Virginia Bundi.ck ................................... Final' Secretary  
VIRGINIA LEE LITER.ARY SOCIETY.  
C. G. Hess.e ................ ... ..... . ................ Final President  
Barbara Miller ................ : .................... ,Final Secretary  
A:CME LITERARY 80CIEiTY. 
C. S. Driver ......................................... :H'inal President  
Blanche Rowe ...................................... Final Secretary  
Y. M. C. A.  
Ro.bert Zigler ..... ................. . . .. ............... .... President  
M. M. Myers ................... ... ....................... Seeretary  
Y. W. C. A.  
Annai Bowman ............................................President  
Amy Arnold ..................... _. .............. . . •. . .-.... Secretary  
VOLUNTEER MISSION BAND 
M. M. Myers .. ............................... ...... ...... President  
Anna B.o.wman ............................................ Secretary  
LYCEUM COMMIT'TEE.  
John T. Glick A. R. Coffman Robe~t Zigler  
PHILOMA~HEAN MONTHLY.  
John T. Glick . . .......... . ......... . ..... . ..... ..... .Editor-in-Chief  
0. L. Miller ........... •. ......................... Busine:sis Manag,er  
STUDENT CIVIC LEAGUE. 
N. A. Seese .............................................. President  
Robert Zigler ...............................•............. Secretary  
SENIOR CI..1ASS. 
C. H. Huffman •........................................... President  
A.nna Bow·man ...•..•..................................... Secr.etary  
JUNIOR CLASS.  
John T. Glick....•........................................ Pres:ident  
Mary E. Cline ...... .. ............. . ...........•.... ... ... Secretary  
SOPHOMORE CLASS.  
Robert Zigler .............................................President  
Vida R. Leatherman ...................... .. .............. Secretary  
FRESHMAN OLiASS.  
C. G. Hes-se .......... . .............................. . ..... President  
M. J. Zigler .............................................. Secretary  
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Fultz, L. Charle1s .....................................Mt. Solon, Va.  
Graham, Ruth .......................... . ........... Brid.gewater, Va.  
Harshbarger, Charles L. . ......................... Port Republic, Va.  
Hoover, Lester D. . ................................. Timbe·rville, Va.  
Huffman, Anna .................... _................. Churchville, Va.  
Leidig, Esther B. . ................. , ................ Middletown, V1a.  
Lineweaver, Louella L........ ................ ......Bridgewater, Va.  
Liskey, Della M. . ..................................Ft. Defiance, Va.  
Miller, E. Dewitt ................................... Bridgewate,r, Va.  
Miller, Hattie Z ....................................... Nokesville, Va.  
Ritchie, Sallie R. ...............................•..•...Grottoesi, Va.  
Shipman, Nora F. . ................................. Bridgewater, Va.  
Sipe, Jennings N................................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Wampler, Ray S. . .................................. Timberville, Va.  
Wright, Miriam E. . ................... . ...............Red Lion, Pa.  
JUNIOR YEAR.  
Arnold, Amy L. . ..............................Pleasiant Dale, W. Va.  
Clinedinst, Cleada C. . .................................Edinburg, Va.  
Crabill, Perry F. . ...................................Woodstock, V1a.  
Craun, Josie Ruth ..................................Bridgewater, Via.  
Diehl, John W. E ....................................Penn Laird, Va.  
Driver, Earl B. . ...................................... Mt. S.olon, Va.  
Evers, Clora E. . .................................. . Bridgewater, Va.  
Garst, Stella .......................................Bridgewater, Va.  
Good, Edna E.......................................Brid.gewater, Va.  
Harvey, Lylia 0. . ....................................Bayard, 1W. Va.  
Holsinger, Amo.s S. A. . ............. , ................. Broadway, Va.  
Jordan, EaJrl R. ... ..... ................. ....•...... Timberville, Va.  
Kerlin, Ollie V. . ....................................Bridgewater, Va.  
Leatherman, Lena R. . .................................. Oakton, Va.  
Long, Elmer L. . ...................................Bridgewater, Va.  
Long, Frank M. . .................................Port Republic, V1a.  
McA voy, Virgie L. . .............................. Fayetteville, W1. Va.  
MilleT, Barbara J .......................................Oaikton, Va.  
Miller, Claudia ......................................... Oakton, Va.  
Miller, Delphia M. . ............................... Mt. Cr.ruwfo.rd, Va.  
Miller, Fannie R. ................................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Miller, Mattie A. . .................................. BridgewaJter, Va.  
Phillips, Nora A. . ........... . ....... ..............Waynes·boiro, Va.  
Sipe, Ethel V. . ..............................•..... Bridge,water, Va.  
Sipe, Minnie L. . ...................................Bridge,water, Va.  
Spitler, Charle1s C. . ............................•.. Spring Creek, Va.  
Strickle,r, Harry 0 ................................... Shenandoah, Va.  
Swecker, Odes E........... ................ ........ Spring Creek, Va.  
Wampler, Hattie B. .............................• .... Penn Laird, Vai.  
Wampler, Leonard S............•...................Penn Laiird, Va.  
Zigler, SaTah C. . . .................................. Churchville, Va. _  
PREPARATORY COURSE.  
FOURTH YEAR.  
Coffman, Theodore D. . .......................•....Bridgewater, Via.  
Flory, Ray H. . ........................... -............ Staunton, Va.  
Huffman, ·wade ...................................Mt. Crawford, Va.  
Wampler, Whitfield E........................•....Bridg.e:water, Va.  
THIRD YEAR. 
Bundick, Virginia D. . .................................<Schuyler, Va. 
Carr, Charles E. . ............ _............................. Palos., V'a. 
I 
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Harshbarger, Isaac L. . ........................... Po.rt Re1public, Va.  
Hoover, Charles E ..................................Timberville, Va.  
Miller Dewitt, H. . ...................................... Oaikton, Va.  
Miller, Omega L. . .............................•........ Oa·kton, Va.  
Ruff, James C. . ...................................Bridgeiwater, Va.  
Varner, W. Brown .................................Arbo.vale, W. Va.  
SECOND YEAR.  
(Preparatory :and Peda1gogical).  
Cline, Mae Lillie ..................................... Staunton, Va.  
Heatwo1e, John r~. . .....................................Dayton, Va.  
Kagey, Mary E....................................... Conicville, Va.  
Leathe:rman, Vida N. . .....................•...•........Oa1kton, Va.  
Miller, Ca1rey F. . ............................... . .. Bridgewater, V•a.  
Miller, Ralph .............................·.........Bridgewater, Va.  
Miller, Vada E....................................Mt. CrawfoTd, Va.  
Myers, John T.......................................... Fa.irfax, Va..  
Reeves, Engene D. . .................. ~ ..... ~ ....... . . Mt. Solon, Va.  
Ritchie, Georgie L................................Harrisonburg, Va.  
See, Ernest A. . .... ~ ...............................Mathias, W. Via.  
Shickel, John A......................................... Dayton, Va.  
Showalter, Mary E. . ..............................Port Republic, Va.  
Wakeman, Early H................................... Edinburg, Va.  
Wine, D. .Sailor ..................................... Forestville, Va.  
Zigler, Mary P. . ..................................... Broa·dway, Va..  
FIRS1T YEAR.  
Bowman, Walte.r I. .............................. . .Briodgewateir, Va.  
Cline, Fay S...................................... Stuarts· Draft, Va.  
Cupp, Alma F. . ....................................Bridgewater, V·a.  
Dovel, Frances Marie ..............................Brid.ge1water, Va.  
Helsley, Lillian A...................... . ... . ......Harrisonburg, Va.  
Hess, Albert ......................................Bridgewater, Va.  
Judy, Erma D. . ................................... Franklin, W. Va.  
Kagey, Winnie L...................................BridgewateJ:", Va.  
Mccann, Henry G................................. ..Bridgewater, Va.  
Mille1r, Hubert ................. : .................. Mt. Crawford, Va.  
Miller, Joseph H...................................Bridgewater, Va.  
Simmons,, Dorothy ................................... Mt. Solon, Va.  
Thomas, Bertha B. ...........................•..••Bridgewater, Va.  
T·homas Eva C•....................................Bridgewater, Va.  
AGRICULTURAL COURSE. 
Crickenbarger, Joseph Walter ......................... Staunton, Va.  
Miller, Le1wis D. . ..........................•...•...Bridgewate·r, Va.  
·Miller, Willi,am S. . .............. . .................Bridgewater, Va.  
Sanger, D. Earl ......•.............................iB.ridgewater, Va.  
BIBLE SCHOOL. 
THEOLOGY COURSE.  
Harpine, J. William ................................ Mt. Jackison, V1a.  
Hess, John W. . ................................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Leatherman, Lena R. . ............................•...... Oakton, V·a.  
Leatherman, Vida N. . ............•.......•.•........... Oakton, Va.  
Zigler, Sarah C. · . ~ . : ... ~ ...............•............ Churchville, Va.  
ENGLISH B[BLE COURSE.  
Clower, Lewis M..........................•.......Gatewood, W. Va.  
Garber, Daniel B........................•..••......Bridgewater, Va.  
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GUck, Mattie V. . ....................................... Dayton, Va.  
Kerlin, Ollie V............• . ................••.....Bridgewater, Va.  
Leidig, E·sthe'1' B. . ................................. Middletown, Va.  
Long, Mattie R.......................................... Hinton, Va.  
Meeks, Arnie M...................................W1aynesboro, Va.  
Miller, Arthur C. . ................................Weyers. Cave, Va.  
Ronk, Fern B. . ..................•......•.......... BridgewateJ.", Va.  
Stickley, Samuel C. . ..... .. ............. .. ........Bridgewater, Va.  
Zigler, Jacob D. . ................................... Churchville, Va.  
Students who· have taken one or more regular s1tudies· in this de· 
partment during the yeair.  
Alley, Howard L. . .................................. Fisherville, Va.  
Andes, A. Bryan .................................... Ft. Defiance, Va.  
Bowman, Anna A... ... ..................... •.... Johnson City, Tenn.  
Coffman, Aubrey R. . .........................•.... Bridgewater, V·a.  
Crickenbarge:r, Jos. Wialter ........................... Staunton, Va.  
Evers, Clora E. . .. ..................... . ........... Bridge·wate•r, Va.  
Flory, Orville C. . ................................. Stu.arts. Draft, Va.  
Garber, Meda M. . •.......................•........Bridg·ewa.ter, Va.  
Hes1se, Clarence G. . .............................. Maysville, W. Va.  
Huffman, Anna .................................... Chul'lchville, Va.  
Huffman, Viola .....................................Churchville, Va.  
Kennedy, Roy W ............................... StE;>amboat R-O·ck, Ia.  
Mille.r, Fannie R. . ................................ , Bridge.wateir, Va.  
Sackett, Homer N. . . .. ........................... Stuarts Draft, Va.  
Thomas, Effie E. . .................................Bridg·ewater, Va.  
Varner, W. Brown .................................Arhovale, W. Va.  
Wine, D. Sailor ................... ·................ , . Forestville, Va.  
Zi.gler, Michael J. . ................................... Bro:adway, Va.  
SCHOOI1 OF MUSIC. 
PIANO COURSE.  
Early Lenora E. . ................................. Harrts:onhurg, Va.  
L'Ong, Marguerite M. . ............................. Bridg·eW'ater, Va.  
Richcreek, M1ary L. . ..........................•.... Bridge1wate.r, Va.  
MUSIC TEACHERS' COURSE.  
Cline, Hazel H. . .............................•.........Dayton, Va.  
Driver, Effie W. . ..................................Bridgewater, Va..  
Ehrman, Amanda Lillian .......................... Bridgewater, V:a.  
Hiner. Violet ................................•......Durbin, W. Va. ·  
Kagey, Mary E .......................................coni·cville, Va.  
Kennedy, Roy W. . ............................. Steamboat Rock, la.  
Leatherman, Vida N. . .............................. ·.... Oakton, Va.  
Long, Elmer L. . ................................... Bridge1water, Va.  
Miller, M::tttie A. . ................................. Brid.ge•water, Va.  
Thomas·, Effie E. . ................................. Bridgewa.te.r, Va.  
Wampler, Nina E. . ........ ... ................... Port Re·pubU.c, Va.  
S·TUDEN'DS IN. PIANO AND ORGAN.  
Bundick, Virginia D. . ...................•. .. .......... Schuyl·er, Va.  
Cline, Fay Spoitler ................................ Stuarts Draft, Va.  
Cline, Hazel H. . ...................................... . Dayton, Va.  
Clinedinst, Cleada C. . ................................ Edinburg, Va.  
Cupp, Alma F. . ................................... Bridgewate1r, Va.  
Driver, Effie W. . .................................. Bridgew.ate~. Va.  
Ea.rly, Eunice E ...................................Harrisonburg, Va.  
Early, Lenora E ...................................Ha,rri·sonbu:vg, Va.  
Ehrman, Amanda Lillian ............•...••........Bridgewater, Va.  
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Folks, E,sta .......................................... Monte-rey, Va.  
Garber, Med1a M. . ........................•........ BridgewaJte.r, Va..  
Glick, Mattie V........•................................Dayton, Va.  
Grubbs, Baisil A.................................... Shenandoah, Va.  
Hine·r, Vi:C»leit .......................................Durbin, W. Va.  
Helsley, Lilli.an A................................. Harrisonburg, Va..  
Judy, Erma D. . ................................... Franklin, W. Va.  
Kagey, Mary E. . ....................................Coniicville, Va.  
Kag·e1y, Winnifred L.•......•.......••.....•..••.....Brtdgewateir, Va.  
Kennedy, Roy W. . ............................. Steamboat Rock, Ia.  
Kline, Ira C....................................... ... Broadway, ·Va.  
Leathe:rman, Vida N..................•................. O.a:kton, Va.  
Long, Mar,guerite M................................ Bridgewater, Va.  
McCann, Henry G..................................Bridgewater, Va.  
McCann, Mary ............. . ...................... Brid,gewate'l", Va.  
Sanger, D. Earl ................................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Sanger, Mrs.. W. T.................................Bridge1wate:r, Va.  
Shicke1, Joihn A. . .................................. , .... Dayton, Va.  
Sipe, Minni1e L. . ................................... Bridge1wa.ter, Va.  
Strickler, Harry 0 ................................. Shenandoah, Va.  
Wright, Miriam E....................................R.ed Lion, Pa.  
Zigler, Mary P ....................................... Broa,dway, Va..  
VOCAL STUDENTS. 
Bowman, Waite~ I. . ............................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Chew, J_.loyd M. . ..................................... Monterey, Va.  
Clin·e, Hazel H. . ....................................... Dayton, Va.  
Cline, Mary E .............................,........Weyers Cave, Va.  
Clinedinst, Clead,a C. . ................................ Edinburg, Va.  
Corbin, Mavin W,. . ..................................... Dayton, Va.  
Cra1bill, Perry F .....................................Woodsfock, Va.  
Crid·e:r, David R.....................................Dovesville, Va.  
Driver, Carl S. .· ...................................... Staunton,. Va. .  
Driver, Effie W. . .............•.................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Early, Eunice E ................................... Harri:sonburg, Va.  
Early, Lenora E ........................ ·........... Harri1sonburg, Va.  
Ehrman, Amanda Lillian .......................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Flory Orville C. . ................................. Stua,rts1 Draft, Va.  
Glick, M1attie V. . ....................................... Dayton, Va.  
Harshbarger, Charles Lester ..................... Port Republic, Va.  
Hine,r, Violet .......................................Durbin, W. V1a.  
Judy, Erm.a D...................................... Franklin, W. Va.  
Kagey, Mary E ......................................Contcville, Va.  
Kennedy, Roy W. . ....................•........ SteaillJboa.t Rock, Ia.  
Kline, Ira C.......................................... Broad.way, Va.  
Leatherman, Vida N. . .................................. Oaikton, Va.  
Long, Elmer L. . ...................................B·ridgewateir, Va.  
I.ong, Mattie R. . .......................................Hinton, Va.  
Long, Marguerite M. . .............................. Bridgewater, Va.  
Miller, Claudi·a ... , ..............................·....... O.akton, Va.  
Miller, Fannie R. ....................••...•........Bridgewater, Va.  
Miller, Mattie A. . ................................. Bridge1water, Va.  
Miller, Ome,ga L. . ...................................... Oakton, Va.  
Ric.he-reek, Mary L. . ............................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Ruff, Jam.es C......................................Br.idgew·ater, Va.  
Sackett, Homer N. . .••..............•...••....... Stuarts Draft, Va.  
Hanger D. Earl .......................•..••........ Bridgewater, Va.  
Thomas, Effie E ...............••.........•........ Bridgewater, Va.  
Wakeman, E'arly H. . .................................. Edinburg, Via.  
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Wampler, Leonard S................................Penn Lai11d, Va.  
Wampler, Nina E. . ..............................PoTt Republic, Va.  
Wample;r, Ray S.................................... Timberville, Va.  
Wine, D. Sailor ..................................... Fo1restville, Va.  
Zigler, M1ary P. . ...................•................. Broa,dway, Va.  
Zigler, Michae,l J. . ...................................Brnadway, Va.  
VOICE CULTURE.  
Bowman, Anna A............................... Johnson City, Tenn.  
Cline, Hazel H. . ...................................... .Dayton, Va.  
Driver, Effie W. . ..................................Bridgewater, Va.  
E.arly, Leonora E. . ...............................Harrisonburg, Va.  
Ehrman, Amanda l;illian ..........................Bridgewater, Va.  
Flory, Orville C. . ... ..... ................ ........ Stuarts Draft, Va.  
Folks, Es1ta .....•...•................................ Monterey, Va.  
Good, Edna E. . ....................................Bridgewater, Va.  
Hiner, Violet ....................................... Durbin, W. Va.  
Holsing<e,r, Amos S. A. . .............................. Broadwa,y, Va.  
Huffman, C. Herbert ............................... Brid.gewater, Va.  
Kagey, Mary E. . ....................................Gonkville, Va.  
Kennedy, Roy W. . ............................. Steamboat Rock, Ia.  
Leatherman, Lena R....................................Oa.kton, Va.  
Leatherman, Vidai N. . ......................... ......... Oaikton, Va.  
Long, Elmer L. . ........ . .......................... Bridgewater, Va.  
J_,ong, Marguerite M. . ............................. Briidgewater, Va.  
Miller Claudia ...... ...................................Oakton, Va.  
Miller, Dewitt H. . ...................................... Oakton, Va.  
Miller, Mattie A. . ................................. Bridgewater, Va.  
Phillips,, Nora A. . .................................Wayne-sboro, Va.  
Rkhcreeik, Mary L.................................Bridgewater, Va.  
Ronk, Charle1s W.....................................New Ros.s, Ind  
Sanger, Mrs. W. T................................. Bridg·ewater, Va.  
Thomas1, Effie E. . ................................. Bridgewater, Va.  
Wample.r, Nina E. . .............................. Poirt RepubUc, Va.  
Wakeman, E>arly H. . ................................. Edinburg, Va.  
Wright, Miriam E. . ................................... Red Lion, Pa.  
Zigler, Mi.chael J ..................................... Broadway, Va.  
VIOLIN. 
Orebaugh, Boyd ......... : ......................... North River, Va. 
Orebaugh, Myrtie S................................North River, Va. 
Van Pelt, Je1s:se N.................................Bridgewaiter, Va. 
COMMERC'IAL SCHOOL. 
COMMERGIAL TEACHERS' COURSE.  
Andes, Arthur Bryan .............................. Ft. Defiance, Va.  
Cline, May L. . ...................................Weyers. Cave, V'a.  
Grubbs, Basil L.................................... Shenandoah, Va.  
Helsley, Wi1liam R ...............................Harrisonburg, Va.  
Huffman, Emma Viola ..............................Ohur.chvillH, Va.  
Kis·er, Arlie E. . ..•................................Bridg8'water, Va.  
Lehman, Kathryn ..............•................... Covington, Ohio  
Riddell, Roxie V. R;.••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••. Bridgewater, Va.  
Swe1oker, Ode1s E. . ...............••...........•...Spiring Creek, Va.  
Van Pelt, JeS1se N•.......•......•....•..........••.Bridgewater, Va.  
BUSINESS COURSE. 
• l\.re.y, Luther E..................... ...... .•.......Brtd.gewater, Va.  
Corbin, Mavin .•......................•................ Dayton, Va.  
61 STUDENT'S FOR 1913~14 
Cricken:barger, Jeis,. Walter ........................... Staunton, Va.  
Flo•ry, Orville C... ................................ Stuarts Draft, Va.  
Kline, Ira 'C. . ..................•.....................Bro-adway, Va.  
Leidig, Esther B. ...•..•...........••...•..••..•••. Middletown, Va.  
Miller, Charles Houston ...........................Bridgewater, Va.  
Miller, Le1wi1s D.................................... Bridge,water, Va.  
Miller, Bamuel P. . ................................ Bridgewater, Va.  
Ruebush, Ward H.................................. North River, Va.  
Sackett, Ho.mer N................................. Sttiarts Draft, Va.  
Thomas, Leonard A................................Briidg·ewater, Va.  
SHORTHAND AND ·TYPEWRITING. 
Coffman, Theodore D. . .............................Brid.gewate,r, Va.  
Hanshbarger, Charleis Lester ..................... Port Republic, Va.  
Hoove.r, Lester D...................................Timberville, Va.  
Long, Frank M................................... Port Republic, Va.  
Miller, Carey F. . .......... ..... ...................Bridgewat.er, Y,a.  
Wamp·1er, Leonard S................................Penn Laird, Va.  
SPECIAL ART. 
Arnold, Bessie W ................................. Burlington, W. Va.  
Graham, Ina ...................................... Bridgewater, Va.  
Hiner, Violet ....................................... Beverly, W. Va.  
J.Jehman, Kathryn .............. . ...................Covington, Ohio  
Leidig, Esther B........... . ....................... Mid·dle,town, Va.  
Mccann, Henry G. . .....................•......... BrLdgewater, Va.  
McLeod, Lucile .................................... .Bridgewater, Va.  
Sanger, Sylva Burns ...............................Bridgewater, Va.  
Sipe, Ethel ........................................Bridgewater, Va.  
T.homas, Effie E. . ... ............ ...... ............ Bridgewater, Va.  
Zigler, Mary P ........................................ Broaidway, Va.  
SUMMARY. 
Department of Arts· and Sci-ences . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132 
Bible S.chool . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 
S·choo.J. of Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 
School of Commer.ce . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Art . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 
Total number of different students. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173 
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Susie Arnold, '12 
I. N. H. Beahm, '87 
J. C. Beahm, 90 
Effie Miller Bowman, '0·9 
Iva M. Bowman, '13 
Charles L. Brown, '09 
Harry K. Brown, '08 
C. C. Bruner, '97 
Sylvia G. Burns, 07 
C.riss,ie M. (Hedding,s1) Bu-
cher, '08 
Teaiciher, Pleasantdale, W. Va.  
Pastor, Trev:irmans, Va.  
Minister and Teaic.her, Accident, Md.  
Teacher, Dayton, Va.  
Teaiche:r, Harrisonburg, Va.  
Professor in Confluence Academy, Poult-
ney, Vt. 
Upperville, Va. 
Teache~, Manila, Philippine Is.Jaud'SI. 
Teacher, Burnsville, Va. 
North Manchester, Ind. 
Gladys M. (Cline) Hooker, '13 Nokesville, Va.  
Melvin Q. Cline, '11 Teaicher, Mt. Sidney, Va.  
Aubrey R. Co.ffma.n, '10 Student, Bridgewa,te,r College  
M. Kate (Flory) Coffman, '87 Deceased 
SF. Coffman, '09  
Walte.r A. Col.aw, '08  
W. J. Compher, '89 
W. K. Conner, '99 
N. D. Cool, '07 
Joseph M. Crab-111, '13  
Sadie V. Davies, '00  
W. Rodney DaviBs, '09 
Ada E. Dierhl, '08 
·Cora A. Driver, 96 
D. N. Eller, '87 
Byron M. Fllory, '12 
Ethel Flory, '10 
Katherine Flory, '13 
Luella V. (Flory) Miller, '11 
Effie I. Evers, '11 
William K. Fflanklrin, '86 
Effie B. (Wiine) Frantz, '90 
Ella B. (Bean) Garber, '91 
D. B. Gal'ber, '86 
J. A. Garber, '99 
Student, V. P. I., Blacks.burg, Va. 
Pliincip1al o.f Schools, Orabbottom, Va. 
Mail Agent, Southe1rn R. R., Harper's. Fer-
ry, West Virginia 
Mini.ster, Harrisonburg, Va. 
Ministeir and Principal High Sc·hoo~, Win-
chester, Va. 
Principal High 8'chool, Wood1sto1ck, Va. 
Tearcher, Bridgewater, Va. 
Clerk, Mos,sy Creek, Va. 
Teacher, Jonesboro, Tenn. 
Timberville, Va. 
Minister .and Profe!ssor in Daleville Col 
lege, Daleville, Vai. 
Student, Bridg:ewater College 
Stuarts Draft, Va. 
Student, Bridgewater College. 
Bridgewater, Va. 
Student, Bridgeiwater College. 
Lordsburg, California 
McPherson, Kans1as 
308 B St., S. E., Wa.shington, D. C. 
Pastor and Caislb:ier of Bank, Markle, Ind. 
Cashier Farmers and Merchants Bank, 
Timberville, Va. 
Lottie L. (Mille1r) Ga.rber, '02 Bridgewater, Va. 
Sarah Garber, '04 
Sallie B. (Bean) Ger.a.rd, '90 
Emma C. GUck, '13 
Henry Newton GUck, '09 
John T. Glick, '09 
MaheJ R. (Stuff) Glick, '13 
D. T. Gochenour, M. D., '0() 
Benjamin F. Good, '13 
Ina Graham, '13 
Ferne Beagley, '11 
E:arnesrt Hall, '08 
Elmer A. Helaley, '11 
David H. Hoover, '10 
Flora E. HolOiver, '09 
Henry Allen Hoover, '09 
Paul E. Hoover, '09 
T·eacher, Wa.shington, D. C. 
Teaicher, Rock Oak, W. Va. 
Te1acher, Bridgewater, Va. 
Evanston, m.  
Minister and Student, Bridgewa1ter College  
Evanston, Ill. 
Physician, Wlashington, D. C. 
Teacher, New Market, Va. 
Teacher in Bridgewater Graded School 
Te1aicher, Frederi.ck, S. Dak. 
Graduate Student, Columbia Univers.ity, 
New York City. 
Principal High S1chool, Maure:rtown, Va. 
Student, Bridgewater College 
Student, Bridgewater College 
Farmer, Roanoke, Va. 
Student, Bridgewater Oolle1ge 
J 
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Peiarl M. Sho.wa.lter, '09 Teacher, North River, Va. 
Rebecca C. (Ske,ggs.) Wam-
pler, '10 Mi.s1sionary to China. 
H. Ho.y·le Sink, '10 Teacher in Government S·chool, Fukuchii. 
garna, J apia.n. 
Frankie S1howalter, '10 Te,a·cher, Troutville, Va. 
Nellie C. Sipe, '06 Teacher 'in High School, Strasburg, Va. 
Atha M. Spitzer, '11 T'e1acher, Broiadway, Va. 
Berth:ai Spitzer, '00 T'eacher, Broa.diway, Va. 
.John B. Stone, M. D., '08 University of Virginia. 
H. M. Strickler, B. A., LL. B., 
'02 Attorney at Law, Harrisonburg, Va. 
Nora R. (Andes) Strickle.r, '00 Bridgewaterr, Va. 
Minor D. Thom~s, '11 Bridgewaterr, Va. 
Minor W. Thomas, '12 Princi;pal Lloyd High School, Lio.yd, Va. 
0. 1W. Thomas, '04 Pro.fes1sor in Bingham School, Mebane, 
North CruroUna. 
C. E. Ttout, '89 Minister 1and Bookkeeper, N. & W. R. R., 
Roanoke, Va. 
Ruth E. Utz, '13 Teacher, Port, Va. 
Chairles H. Wakeman, '13 Principal of Schools, Eidin1burg, Va. 
Benjamin F. W1ampler, '09 Profossor in Juniata College, Pa. 
Ernest M. Wamp·ler, '10 Student, Brid:g.eiWateir College. 
J. W. Wam.p·ler, '89 Mintster and Fiarmer, HarrLsonburg, Va.  
Lel'la (Wampl.er) MLUer, '08 Hagerstown, Md.  
Savilla (Wenger) He:drick,  
'03 Bridgewater, Va. 
J. D. Wenger, '07 Farmer, Bridgewater, Va.  
John E. iWine, '11 Pr.incipial Graded School, Qu~cksburg, Va.  
William A. Wine, '06 Quicks1burg, Va.  
M. Doak Woodwrurd, '07 Teacher, Bridgewater, Va.  
J. W. Wright, '94 Minister and Farimer, New Ho1pe, Va.  
Nettie D. (Eicker) Wright, '04 New Ho'P'e, Va.  
Oharles C. Wiright, '00 Professor in Bridgew1ater College.  
Frank J. W•r.ight, '05 P.rofossor in Bridgewiaterr Colleige.  
Herman Linwood Yage:r, '10 Student, Bridg:eiWater College.  
Anna C. Zigle·r, '09 Student, Bridg.eiw:ater College.  
Is1aac N. Zigler, '06 Mini1ste:r .and Fa.rimer, Broadway, Va.  
J. S. Zi.gileir, '02 Minister and Te•acher, Bays, W~ V1a. 
S. D. Zigler, '99 Minister and Farmer. 
Charles H. Zigler, '08 Farm.er, Bro1adway, Va. 
GRADU.A:TES IN COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURS1E 
Charles S. Driver, '12 
Roy M. Hoover, '12 
ErmJan L. Myers1, '13 
Minor M. Mye1r.s., '12 
Howard L. Price, '13 
Anna Rexrode, '13 
George A. ZLkle, '12 
Student in Br.i.dgeWiateir College.  
Student in Br.i.dgew.ater CoHeige.  
Merchant, Nokes.ville, Va.  
Student in Bridgewater CoiJ.le1ge.  
Polo, Ill.  
Teacher in He·bron Semina.ry  
Fo.restvHle, Va.  
GRADUATES IN BELLE'S LETTRE.S COURSE 
J. E. Brower, '94 Farmer Waynes1boro, V•a. 
F1anny (C:r.aun) Coffman, '94 Teacher, Mt. Stdney, Va. 
P. B. Fitzwaiter, D. D., '94 Min:ister 1anid Professor in Moody Bible 
Institute, Ghica,,go, Ill. 
Edna D. Miller, '01 Te·acher, Blue Ridge College, Md. 
Benjamin F. Wampler, '01 Profes•so0r in Juniata College, Pa. 
67 ALUMNI 
GRADUATES IN AGRICULTURAL COUR8E 
.A1bie1rt W. Miller, D. V. S., '12 Veteirinary Surgeon, Monterey, Va. 
ENGL1ISH BIBL1E COURSE 
Sidney L. Bowm1an, '0'2 Mints.ter and Farmer, Bridgewater, Via. 
N. Walter Coffman, '02 Minfater and Teiacher-, Fi1sihe1rsville, Va.  
Hettie (Wampler) Sanger, •0,4 Vienna, Vi,rg.inia.  
Pearl M. Slhowailter, '09 Tea,cher, North River, \Toa,.  
Nora A. PhilLips, '12 Tea,che1r, Waynesiboro, Va.  
Sarah C. Zigiler, '12 Ghu:richville, Va.  
BACHELORS OF 8ACRED LITERATURE 
William K. Conner, '10 
George A. Ea1rly, '10 
Vernie Flory, '09 
Geo. W. Flory, '08 
Mino1r C. Miller, '12 
Lera (Wrampler) Miller, '10, 
Barbara Ellen Wlampler, '09 
Nelie F. Wamp1ler,, '09 
Isaa,c N. Zigler, '10 
Mattie (Roller) Zigiler, '09 
W. Homer Zigler, '12 
Minister and Evangelis,t, Harrlsoinburg, 
Va. 
Miniisiter and Farmer, Nerw Hope, Va. 
Teacher, Nokesville, Va. 
Pastor, Covington, Ohio. 
Student, Bridgerwater College. 
Hage1rsto1wn, Md. 
Teacher, Dyke, \Toa. 
T·e1aohe~r, Dyke, \Toa. 
Mimiste1r iand Farmer, Broadway, Va. 
Bro1adway, Va. 
Ministe1r and Farmer, Chuiflchvilile, Va. 
BACHELOR OF .THEOLOGY 
Os1car S. Miller, '13 Student in Bridgewater College. 
GR:ADUATEiS IN MUSIC DE'PARTMENT 
TEACHERS' COURSE. 
Siaillie E. Acker, '08 
Edn:a Bade1r, '05 
Minnie (Bradburn) Coffman, 
'92 
Effie M. Click, '07 
A. B. Coffman, '97 
Lenora Early, '13 
W. Z. Fletcher, '04 
Oda (Shaveir) Flora, '07 
L. S. Flom, '07 
Zulu Goucihenom, '06 
Gladys (Cline) Hooker, '13 
l.Jaiura M. (Ems:wiler) Huls, 
'04 
Frances V. (Kmilin) DuHng 
'08 
Lula Judy, '11 
Jo-s,eph N. Kagey, '13 
A. E. Long, '04 
A. D. Lough, '02 
Ella (Wine) MiUer, '91 
Eidith Miller, '07 
Cornelius Mos1er, '13 
E. D. Naff, '02 
B. C. Poindexteir, '05 
Teacher, LinvUle Depot, Va.  
Teacher, McGaheysville,, Va.  
Ronceverte, W. Va.  
Dayton, Va.  
Newpm;t News, Va.  
Student in Brid1gewate;r C0Ue1ge.  
Profos1sor of Music, Bridgeiwiater College.  
Washington, D. C.  
Clerk, P0:stoffice De1partment, Washing- 
ton, D. C. 
Teacher 01f Music, Maurerto;wn, Via. 
Noke1sville, Va. 
W.ashin,gton, D. C. 
Teaiche1r, Hiartmonsv~lle, W. Va.  
Fort Sey.be1rt, W. Va.  
Tea:cher.  
Teaicher of Music, Jena Seminary, Jena,  
La. 
T~a1cher of Mus1~c, Ft. Seybert, W. Va. 
Los AngeleiS', Oailifoirn.ia. 
Bridgewater, Va. 
Music 'Teaehe1r, Mineral S,pirin1gs, N. C. 
Pro-fe.s1sor o.f Mu:sic, Roanoke, Va. 
Teacheir of Music, Glade Hi1l, V1a. 
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D. S. Kagey, '96 
L. S. Caricofe, '93 
A. J. Keim, '89 
W. C. Kersh, '91 
T. D. Kinsie, '89  
Frank M. L1andes, '08  
J. T. Layman, '88 
E. A. Leatherman, '02 
H. W. Long, '02 
W. M. Lyon, '91 
J. D01rsey Mark,wood, '11  
Angella Ma.rshall, '92  
J. A. Martin, '03 
A. B. McKinney, '00 
J. C. McKinney, '94 
J. R. McNair, '03  
Ga;rey F. Miller, '12  
J. W. C. Miller, '89  
Minor W. Miller, '10  
Os,car S. Mille.r, '05  
S. C. MiHer, '01 
Her:man C. Miller, '03 
. G. W . Miner, '94 
J. E. Miller, '04  
Otho W. Miller, '03  
V. L. Millel', '89  
Verdie S. MiHer, '04  
Ra1ph H. Mongeir, '07  
W. H. Moomaw, '88  
Frnd P. Myers, '12  
J. M. Myers1, '98 
E. A. Neiff, '90 
E. H. Nus1baum, '91 
W. M. Pain.teir, '04 
H. G. Patterrson, '90 
H. E. Pen1ce, '02  
Arthur S. Re1ams., '12  
R. L. Riley, '97 
J. S. Rolle1r, '94  
M. G. Sanger, '89  
Lizzie F. (SangeT) Johnson,  
B. E., '01 
J. L. Scrogham, '91 
W. D. Shiave1r, 'll 
J. D. Sho.wa1lter, '01 
J. W. Simp1son, D. D. S., '98 
Heribe1rt B. Sipe, '11 
E. W. Smith, '92 
C. J. SmUJc.kerr, '88  
Harry M. Smucker, '12  
S. J. Snade1r, '90 
J. c. Suen, '97 
L.A. Snen, '92  
Atha M. S·pitze:r, '02  
A. J. Sugar, '90 
Farmer, Day.ton, Va. 
FaJrmer ·and Stockman, Stover, Va. 
Elk Ltck, Pa. 
Fa:rmer, Milnesville, Va. 
Farmer, TToutville, Va. 
Mt. Sidney, Va. 
Minister, Ams1ter1dam, Va. 
Fru:it Groweir, Old Fields, W. Va. 
Fort Repuhlic, Va. 
Minister, W1a;shing,ton, D. C. 
Traveling Salesman, Deitroit, Mich. 
Deceased. 
Farmer, Hagers.town, Md. 
FarmeT, Westminster, Md. 
Fa:rimer, Hoods Mill, Md. 
Drug,g1st, New York City. 
Farmer, Btidge1water, Va 
Real Estat'0 Agent, Roanoke, Va. 
Farmer, BTidge1water, Va. 
Ministe.r and Fairmer, Sitiudent of Bridge-
water College. 
Farmer, New Hope, Va. 
Bookkeeper, Blue1field, W. Va. 
Salesm;an, Ke·yser, W. Via. 
Mt. Solon, Va. 
MiHer, Bridge·water, Va. 
FaTmer and S.tockman, Bridgewater, Va. 
Nurse in Unive1rsity of Virginia Ho.s1pi1Jal. 
Mail Carrier, North River, Va. 
Merchant, Mt. Jackson, Va. 
Greencastle, P:a•. 
Minister and Frurmer, Mino:t, N. Dak. 
Farmer, Quicksburg, Va. 
Farmer, Linganore, Md. 
lllJs.pector in B. & 0. S'ho•p.s, 8·64 .w. Fay-
ette St., Baltimore, Md. 
Farmer, Spring Creek, Va. 
Lawyer, St. Loruts, Mo. 
Farmer, South Richmond, Via. 
Clerk, N. & W. R. R., Ro1anoke, Va.. 
Min:i!ster aind Farmer, Ne1wnm,rket, Va.. 
Minis-te:r and Farm.er, Sangersville, Va. 
Fre·sno, Cal. 
Salesman, Staunton, Va. 
Student Ashland College, Ashl1and, Ohio. 
Stenographer, South Bernd, Ind. 
Dentist, New York City. 
Merc:han:t, Bridgew.atel', Va. 
W1ate-r Surveyor, Woodberry, BalUmo.re, 
Md. 
Stoic.k Farmer, Timber.ville, Va. 
Fa.rmer, Timberville, Va. 
Deceas1ed. 
Dining Servi.ice, Banta Fe R. R., Grand 
Canyon, Ariz. 
Carriage Builder, Dayton, Va. 
Teac:her, Bro1adway, Va. 
Jeweler, Baltimore, Md. 
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Graice W. SeLl:eirs, '08 Clerk, Wlais.hington, D. C.  
Jacob E. Sanger, '05 Detroit, Mi·ch.  
William E. Showalter, '03 Port Republic, Va.  
G. R. Spitzer, Stenographer, Harrioonburg, Va.  
OtJho W. T'homaJs, B .E., '04 Professor in Bingham School, Mebane,  
N. C. 
H. L. Trobaugh, '03 Proifes·s1or in A.rshland College, Ohio. 
Ruth E. (Shaver) Williams, 
'03 Mt. Sidney, .Va. 
Effie E. G. Yowell, '03 Midvale, Va. 
COMBINED COURSE. 
Amelia Bowman, '06 Stenographer, Flint, Mich.  
Stella Showalter, '09 Teacher, Berthond, Colo.  
Aubrey R. Coffman, '10 Student, Bridgewater College.  
Carl l!"'. Coffman, '10 Medical Student in Chicago Unive·rs.ity.  
Gmver C. Dove1l, '08 Manager LeaJder Plow Works, Bridge-
w31ter, Va. 
F.red Dyer, '11 Student, Valparaiso University, Ind. 
E. Vivian Fo.siteir, '11 Vinton, Va. 
Is~am N. Garber, '08 Farmer and Fruit Grower, Big Timber, 
Mont. 
Mattie V. Glick, B. Accts. '12 Teacher :shorthand and Typewriting, 
Bridgewater, Va. 
W. Polk Hoffman, '07 Stenographer and Bookkee'Per, Camden-
on•Gamley, W. V.a. 
I~a F. ThomaJs, '10 Profes:sor Daleville College, Dalevrne, Va. 
COMMERCIAL TEACHERS' COURSE 
Mattie V. Glick, B. Aiocts., '13 Teacher of Shorthand and Typewriting in 
Bridgewater College. 
Aubrey D. Mmer, B. A:c·cts., Ca1shier Electri·c Street Rruilway Co., 621 
'13 Sixth Ave., S. 1W., Roanoke, Va. 
GRADUATES IN ART 
Emma M. Cashman, '13 Waynesboro, Pa. 
Joseph N. Kagey, '13 Teacher, Hugo, OkLa. 
REUB WILLIAMS & SONS, PRINTERS  
WARSAW, IND.  
